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COTE D’AZUR

EDITORIAL

Not enough berths

ELSEWHERE

Not enough boats

EVERYWHERE

Not enough crew

Shortage of crew, shortage of
berths; perhaps there’s also a
shortage of foresight in the luxury yacht industry?
If the house building industry
had a shortage of bricklayers
and had run out of land to build
on, it would consider itself in crisis. The luxury yacht industry is
in a comparable situation, yet
seems to just hope the problems will go away. Mention crew
shortages to most people in the
industry and they’ll agree it’s a
growing problem, but ideas to
solve it are thin on the ground.
Talk about shortage of berths,
on the Côte d’Azur, and they’ll
tell you people will just have to
keep their yacht in Spain, or
some place.
The old adage “You can take
a horse to water, but you can’t
make it drink.” springs to mind.
Builders don’t expect to sell
luxury houses that aren’t in
the right sort of area, so why
do boatbuilders expect luxury
yacht buyers to want to moor
in places that don’t have the required cachet?
In any case, most owners use
their yacht for just a few weeks
each year and it’s on charter
the rest of the time. What does
a charterer, paying thousands,

tens of thousands, or even
hundreds of thousands a week
want? A fashionable cruising
ground; lots of “in places” to
visit; things they can go home
and impress friends with! “We
dined at the Negresco, in Nice.”
ﬁts the bill, “We ate at el Café,
in Badalona.” is likely to get a
“Where?”
Recently, Miquel Alabore, General Secretary of the Catalonia
boating industry association,
ADIN, told BYM News “When
these big yachts come here,
they give work and many beneﬁts. That is the reason we
are trying to become the big
megayacht place in the Mediteranean.” Alabore is not alone,
many people - from restaurant
owners to repair yard bosses would love to see a profusion of
large yachts in Spain. Of course,
none want to attract them more
than those who have invested

in marinas capable of taking
them, but - over these last years
- since the marinas have been
planned, or built there is little,
or no sign that they will ever attract large yachts, unless there
are some fundamental attitude
changes.
In 2004, Leo Selter, of Cartagena’s “luxury yacht” marina,
sent out 200 letters encouraging
megayacht owners worldwide
to take a mooring. He claimed
20% interest and 5 contracts
imminent. In August 2005,
Selter said, after the Rising
Sun had paid a visit “According to the representive of the
yacht, Cartagena would be the
ideal place to have as a base
for the Rising Sun, as the location and the services offered by
the marina are up to the needs
that this sort of yacht requires.”
Three months later, Selter had
sold his 50% share in the maPage 4
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son. “Because it is the captains
who have most inﬂuence, when
it comes to deciding where a
yacht will have it’s home port,
and the captains will choose
Spain.” A second visit, by BYM
News, in March 2007, proved
that very few captains have
chosen Spain! Marina Tarraco was home to three sailing
yachts and an Azimut; despite
the “Barcelona effect” Port Forum’s large yacht berths were
by no means crowded.
rina and told BYM News “the
marina will no longer focus on
megayachts.”
In June 2005, Malaga Port Authority said it had received requests for 5 permanent large
yacht moorings in a new facility “in the best area of the port,
with the most modern facilities”
and added “the inauguration of
the 24 moorings is imminent.”
When, in March 2007, BYM
News asked the Port Authority
how many large yachts were tion. At that time, Inigo Prada
moored there, the answer was Nicholson - then with Tarra“None”.
gona’s Marina Tarraco and Sebastien Twose of Barcelona’s
Two years ago, BYM visited Port Forum were adamant that
Costa Brava megayacht mari- the megayachts would come
nas that were under construc- and both cited the same rea-

Even the America’s Cup seems
to have failed to attract large
yachts to Spain in anything
like the numbers that had
been hoped for. During last
year’s Louis Vuiton, King Harald’s royal yacht Norge had no
problem ﬁnding space to moor
alongside, occupying a number
of spaces intended for large
yachts to moor stern to. More
recently, the America’s Cup
team has been at shows, offering 43 large yacht berths for
this year.
It’s no good keeping on saying
“people will just have to keep
their yachts in Spain”, you have
to make them want to.
Marian Martin
Page 5
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CLAUDE HAMILTON ON MEGAYACHT MANNING
In the article on superyacht crew training, in the March issue,
we quoted Joe Vittoria, owner of the Mirabella V:
“I have on board – as a guest in this period - a captain who
was with me ﬁve years; one of my favourite captains. Well,
you know, today he wouldn’t have the paper qualiﬁcations to
drive one of these boats, with the rules that are there now.
They require weeks of schooling to get it and, of course, he’s
older now - though still a young man - but he’s got a family, so
there’s no way he’s going to go back through all that.”
“He can go and deliver someone’s boat, because he’s an excellent captain, but he
cant work in the charter trade. This, to me, is what’s going to cause the problem.
These big yachts are sucking up crew and making the availability ever more difﬁcult.
The rules that have been put in place are good ones, but I don’t think enough people
are thinking about preparing for even greater demand.”
Claude Hamilton, former head of seafarer training at the UK Maritime & Coastguard
Agency responds:
Whilst accepting the wisdom
of Joe Vittoria’s comments, I
am saddened that his experienced and excellent yacht
captain seems not prepared
to bring himself up-to-date and
prove his competence. If he is
unwilling to convince the Government’s own professional
mariners that he meets the international minimum standards,
then he has only one person to
blame for being unable to work
on charter yachts. The indus-

try is advancing rapidly and we qualiﬁcations are demanded on
cannot afford to trade safety for all commercially operated vessympathy.
sels at sea – there is nowhere
to hide! The good jobs go to
It has been very reassuring that those that have the qualiﬁcaa great number of ‘older’ ex- tions, the experience and the
perienced yacht captains have aptitude to be a good yacht
bitten the bullet and now are captain.
qualiﬁed with not only the ‘bit of
paper’ but also the extra knowl- For many years there have
edge that goes with it.
been howls of anguish across
the industry about the lack of
Professional yachting is no qualiﬁed personnel available
longer a cottage industry and to serve on large yachts. The
Page 6
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There have
always been
difﬁculties for
those
who
came into the
industry via
the
leisure
sector
due
to the lack
of the formal
training
required by the
International
Convention
on Standards
of Training,
Certification
and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers,
1978,
as
amended in
1995 (STCW
95).
This
Convention,
applies to all
vessels in commercial operation.

of inﬂicting serious damage on
their crew, other ships and the
marine environment, so for the
safety of all concerned, properly
qualiﬁed crew are required.
As the majority of large yachts
are ﬂagged under the Red Ensign, the relevant ﬂag administrations addressed the problems associated with the leisure
entry yacht crews, by developing speciﬁc qualiﬁcations in
consultation with the industry.
By restricting their application to yachts and sail-training
vessels of up to 3000gt, it was
possible to justify different sea
service requirements. Without
this development, the industry
would either have had to stop
chartering or would have had to
operate illegally.

There is a perception that the
increasing number of seagotraining requirements have
ing staff entering the industry
been built up by the training
is hardly keeping pace with the
establishments as a means
increasing number of yachts
of generating income. This is
being launched. Valiant efforts Under some ﬂags, such as the totally unfounded as from the
have been made to provide the UK, STCW 95 is also applied very inception of the system, it
service that owners demand, to privately operated yachts has been the administration, (in
because unless the owners are over 24m, as it is the view of the UK’s case-the MCA), that
happy, there will be no indus- the UK Government that yachts has speciﬁed the content of the
try. Even so, the owners must of more that 24m are capable training required. This has albe kept happy within the constraints of the safety standards
required of professional mariners. It is now accepted that
these highly complex and valuable vessels must be crewed
by those that are technically
competent. To be considered
competent, a seafarer must
prove that competence at a national or international standard.
To have a successful career in
this sector of the industry, the
seafarer must also have the
personal attributes necessary
for the successful operation of
a yacht.
Page 7
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ways been based upon those
aspects of the full STCW 95
training that apply to yachts. It
would have been very easy for
the MCA to simply require full
STCW 95 training but a huge
amount of effort has been put
into fashioning the qualiﬁcations to suit the needs of the
industry.

chant navy. Understandably,
there is very little continuity and
interest in training for the future
manning of the yachts, especially as most owners only have
one yacht. Very few owners will
pay for the training of their crew
which is why the MCA split it
down into modules to enable it
to be completed in small chunks
during leave. It should also be
It has always been difﬁcult to pointed out that the MCA canbalance the demands of the in- not dictate or even comment
dustry against what is realistic. upon charges made by training
I was at one meeting where the organisations.
technical content of a chief engineer’s qualiﬁcation were be- Another reason is the approach
ing criticised by an industry “ex- to crewing. It has been acceptpert” as too high when another ed for years in the “commercial”
pointed out that it was no more merchant navy that keeping
than “O” level physics! This crew working without reasonwas hardly encouraging for an able leave is counterproducindustry with some of the most tive for two reasons. The ﬁrst
advanced and sophisticated is that they get stale and comengineering aﬂoat.
placent. The second is that it is
only natural that everyone has
One reason for the lack of qual- their own particular areas of
iﬁed crew is that yachts are in their work upon which they like
existence for the pleasure of the to concentrate, so by having
owner and not to make money someone else take over for a
so there is no cohesive body of while, it is much more likely that
owners to look after the vested everything will be covered thorinterests of the industry, as ex- oughly. It is very encouraging
ists with the “commercial” mer- to note that crew rotation is in-

creasing, an obvious beneﬁt of
yacht management companies
with access to a greater “pool”
than a single yacht.
There has been a distinct power
shift within the industry, with the
yacht brokers and managers
now very major players. It is for
this reason that they now have
the power and the responsibility to make sure that the goose
that lays their golden eggs is
not cooked!
The reducing claw back scheme
operated by some of the more
forward thinking owners appears to be worth considerable
investigation. Advancing funds
for courses, which will only
have to be repaid should the
‘borrower’ leave that employer
within a certain space of time,
appears to be one way forward.
By broadening the scheme to
management companies, there
would be much more of an even
generation of a “training levy”.
The industry has a problem with
the entry level crew seeking to
join the industry as basic STCW
training is required, at considPage 8
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erable expense. One solution
would be for the training to be
funded from the ‘training levy’
and repaid by the crew member
over time.

the cruise industry; the obvious source of staff for the larger
yachts. The cruise industry is,
itself, going through a shortage
of quality staff, so is improving
packages across the board.

US$130,000 per annum, on a
one-on-one-off basis. It is the 6
months a year leave rate, combined with the job satisfaction,
which is fundamental in their retention. The money is obviously
It must be appreciated that if
important as is the working entop quality crew is be attracted A Chief Engineer on a cruise vironment aboard the yacht, but
from the wider merchant navy, liner, holding a Class 1 cer- quality of life must be taken into
in sufﬁcient quantity, the em- tiﬁcate and having perhaps 30 account.
ployment conditions must be engineers and 45 ratings under
good enough to compete with him, will be on approximately Claude Hamilton

Claude Hamilton served 18 years as a seagoing Engineer in the
British Merchant Navy, leaving as a Chief Engineer with an Extra
First Class (Steam & Motor) Certiﬁcate of Competency. He was
then with the MCA and its predecessors for 23 years and was
Chairman of the Subgroup that created the Class 4 and Class 5
Deck certiﬁcates speciﬁcally for professional yachtsmen. After
5 years as Chief Examiner he took over the Codes Branch with
responsibility for writing LY2. He took early retirement in 2006
and is currently working as a consultant on several projects, including advising a Balkan administraton on legislation suitable
for megayachts.
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Ceramics on the Advance

The high-tech material used in Formula 1 gets BMW ORACLE
Racing yacht up to speed.

Page 10
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metres lead over the contestant, fast turns are critical and
the grinders have to meet extreme physical challenges.
The material is also subjected
to enormous stress and strain.
In the “Formula 1 of Sailing”,
ceramics are now allowing for
more efﬁcient manoeuvres.
“In the America’s Cup, we
beneﬁt from the know-how
of BMW and the experiences
with the ceramic material,”
says Ian Burns, design coordinator at BMW ORACLE Racing. Thomas Hahn, a BMW
engineer on the US-American
America’s Cup challenger design team, adds: “In Formula
1, ceramics – on the wheel
suspension, for example, – is
already a standard item. Now
competitive sailing can beneﬁt from the technical knowhow of the BMW Sauber F1
Team.”
If conventional ﬂoating bear-

Heavy toiling under sunny Spanish skies: Grinders Brian MacInnes and
Craig Monk are once
again completely in their
element. At 110 kgs
each, they are anything
but lightweights in the
BMW ORACLE Racing
Team. With bear-like
strength, they are turning the so-called “coffee
grinders”, via which the
heavy weight of the sails
are transferred, with up
to a 6 tonne impact on
the 215 square metre
main sail when they set
sails, trim, and release.
In a match race, when it
comes to gaining a few
Page 11
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Ceramic bearings are used on
the high-tech yachts USA 87
and USA 98 in spots where joints
and connections are subject to
extreme strain during the hot
duels. Another example of this
is the main sheet system, with
which the mainsail is trimmed.
In this case, two grinders have
to move weights of up to six
tonnes with the fastest possible
speed.
Extremely hard, durable, low in
friction, and lightweight – the
positive properties of ceramics
can be complemented by another bonus point: less maintenance. If conventional bearings
come into contact with aggressive salt water spray, they
have to be carefully cleaned
and maintained with lubricants
within a short period of time.
This does not apply to ceramic
bearings. Pure, clean water is
all that is needed to clean such
bearings, because even the
saltiest water cannot stop ceramics from “rolling on.”
ings are used on the blocks, an
additional weight of 1,500 kilograms would have to be applied
to the running backstays to set
the sheet actually in motion.
With ceramic bearings, the friction within the guide pulleys can
be reduced by 90 percent to a
mere 150 kilograms. Aside from
less friction, other properties
speak in favour of the use of
ceramic bearings: less weight,
high rigidity, less wear and
tear, and the ability to render
reliable services, even under
the most extreme temperature
and weather conditions. In the
case of high rotary speeds, the
heat of the guide pulleys on top

of the mast is signiﬁcantly reduced – for example, when the
BMW ORACLE Racing crew
has to set the spinnaker at the
top mark. In standard bearings,
the extreme heat could cause
the pulley to jam.
The technical experts at BMW
have learned to appreciate the
impressive properties of the
inorganic, non-metallic ceramics in Formula 1. Extremely
high weights severely strain the
wheel hubs of the BMW Sauber
F1 Team missiles – specially
designed ceramic bearings also
prevent jamming and excessive
generation of heat.

Exclusive development partner
is CEROBEAR, Herzogenrath
(Germany). CEROBEAR is the
worldwide leading manufacturer of ceramic rolling bearings. Elmar Bergrath, product
manager, CEROBEAR: “The
diverse expectations and requirements with regards to our
bearings in the America’s Cup
and the close cooperation with
the entire team present us with
the opportunity to impressively
display the special characteristics of ceramic bearings under
the most extreme atmospheric
conditions.”
Jo Cowley

APRIL 1, SKIRTS COME OFF - FOLLOW THE STORIES ON BYM SPORTS NEWS
Page 12
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A MULTITUDE OF MULTIHULLS

Perhaps not a multitude, but enough G-Class boats for a round-the-world
race. Odd that RTW races, for monohulls, are proliferating, but there hasn’t
been an event for these faster, exciting machines since The Race 2000!
Top to bottom: Orange II (now Team Explorer) & Geronimo; Groupama 3
& Banque Populaire; IDEC & Sodebo; Doha 2006 (originally Enza) & Gitana
13 (ex-Orange, ex-Innovation Exlorer.)
More fast multihull images can be viewed in the BYM Photo Gallery.
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KATE WINS

Our Caribbean correspondent, Doug Gillanders, has been sailing the replica
ﬁrst rule 12 metre Kate again. Despite the festivities, she won and that, of
course, meant more festivities.
We left Basseterre, on St.Kitts,
Kate’s home port, for the BVI,
with a crew comprised of Captain and Owner Philip, a Kittitian, Steve a North American,
Bruce a Jamaican, James an
Englishman and yours truly
an Anguillian.We were to be
later described on entry to the
BVI as a ‘motley’ crew, but our
Capt’n stood up for us.
It was a light wind, so we sailed
under full main, stay sail and
jib. It was beautiful the afternoon sun the leeward coast of
St. Kitts on a West-North-West
heading. Then, in the Channel
off Sandy Point, we fell into
the Brimstone Hill ‘hole’. This
is basically the wind shadow of
Mount Liamuigia. After a while
of sailing through cross seas,
swells coming around the North
end of St.Kitts and those running west with our direction
along with ﬂuky winds we were
in clear air again. Passing south
of St. Eustatius our next ‘land’
mark was Saba, which we also
left on our starboard side, while
the wind strengthened.
At about 1:00am, Friday morning, I was again on the helm
when a large cruise ship appeared to be chasing us from
the East. Fortunately, it turned
to the South along with a smaller cruise ship. Kate was singing

Supplementary info
Mosquitos were not a problem
to us in our visit to the BVI and
I must let you into a little secret
as to why those of us that live
this hard life in the tropics do
not suffer much from mosquito
bites. The reason is two part:
First, we drink rum (and other
spirits), which virtually ﬁlls our
blood vessels, thus we have a
strong in-house mosquito repellent. Second, we welcome
tourists from northern climes.
It seems that soft untanned
skins together with an ‘off islands’ diet attract mosquitos
in droves leaving us, standing
along, with Steve reading the in close proximity, untouched.
speed off the GPS, 11.6 knots. Please come and visit us. How. . . . 11.9 . . . . . . .wow, 12.1 ever I digress.
knots . . 11.9 . . . . . . 12.1 knots
. . 11.9 . . . . . . 12.1 knots . . Sweethearts
then we settled back at around
10 knots. The sky was lit up by West End yacht club in Tortola
the cruise ships for a while but was extremely welcoming and
then it was down to the stars. very complimentary about Kate
The words ‘I must go down to and the organisers were kind
the sea again to the lonely sea enough to allow Kate - a single
and sky and all I ask is a tall master - to sail in the ‘Sweetship and a star to sail her by’ hearts of the Caribbean’ regatcame to mind.
ta, for schooners.
About 3:00am I settled in my
quarter berth and had 3 hours
sleep. Although it seemed that I
was listening to the water passing along the outside of the hull
and the gear creaking in time to
the seas.

We started at the downwind end
of the start line from Sooper’s
Hole, skimmed round the East
end of Little Thatch out into Sir
Francis Drake Channel and,
had a short downwind stretch,
Page 14
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neck and neck with Heron and
a large schooner Taeoo, then
rounded Great Thatch and
headed out to the next mark
Sandy Cay. With Capt’n Philip
at helm, from this point on we
led the ﬂeet the whole way.

sure where he
was placed, but
there could be
hope for me yet.
Helicopter
gunships

This well attended establishment
We were shadowed, or is it
was where we
dogged, by a young lady phowere introduced
tographer, from Yachtshotsbvi,
to
“Helicopter
who was standing, strapped
Gunships”
This
Kate
has
no
engine!
The
rest
of
in by a hip harness, in a mini
is best described
ﬂeet
also
got
becalmed,
about
inﬂatable dinghy powered by
as a ‘heady’ - one might say
an outboard, with a throttle ex- 30 minutes after us. One ves- bloodthirsty - game involving a
tension controlled by one hand, sel reported that a whale was bar stool, four lifters, a ‘pilot’ (an
while operating a large expen- entering the sound, although innocent) and a ceiling fan, after
sive camera with the other. At we were not fortunate enough the consumption of signiﬁcant
one point she almost became to see it.
amounts of rums/beers. It is not
a ﬁxture, so we jettisoned some
for the fainthearted. I will leave
The
wind
picked
up
and,
with
ballast and tossed her a cold
it, the rules and the operation
Hieneken. I must admit that the editor of a well known boat- to your imagination, but will say
she did take some excellent ing magazine at the helm, we that Steve (who will try anything
pictures. Regrettably, I do not sped further away, tacked re- at least once) avoided a scalppeatedly up to the ﬁnish line at ing by the grace of that editor
have copies at present.
the mouth of Sopers Hole and (who again shall remain nameAs we approached Sandy Cay, won by a large margin.
less) of the well known boating
we were advised that the commagazine, who applied sufﬁSnap
lost
her
steering,
due
mittee had shortened the course
cient downward force to avoid
due to lighter than expected to a bolt in her steering gear complete physical ‘contact’.
winds. We then became be- working loose, as she tacked
calmed, very close to rocks at to cross the ﬁnish line, which The regatta Sponsor was Mount
Sandy Cay and, while we actu- would have given her ﬁrst in Gay Rum. Naturally, there was
ally managed to maintain steer- her class. Sadly, she had to be a special bar at the Jolly Roger
age, it was touch and go and towed back to mooring.
Inn. Having discovered that for
purchasing three Mount Gay
We retired to Extra Old’s (BVI measures with
the Jolly Roger mixer) at US$5.00 each you
Inn, where we received a red T-shirt with the
downed many Mount Gay Rum logo and race
a libation. You title emblazoned upon it, we set
have to avoid upon procuring our uniform for
dehydration at the next day’s race. We needall costs! Here ed eight shirts = 2 dozen rums
we met 76 year and, after an hour, of relaxed
old Roger, a imbibing, we had our uniforms
friend of Phillip, and then some.
who had just
completed the Crew beating
single handed
race in his boat We woke to overhear one crew
Diva. I’m not
Page 15
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member advising his wife over him aboard Kate, to honour us
his ‘Palm’ dohicky that “the by sailing with us, for the race.
Captain wakes us up at ‘zero
The start was
the entrance to
Soper’s
Hole
and a bouy near
Little
Thatch.
We were a little late crossing the line, but,
as it turned out,
that it made the
race much more
exciting as we
were made to
chase
most
still dark hundred hours’ and of the ﬂeet. One by one, Kate
then whips the crew into a fren- overhauled them, despite being
zy”. He was nearly keel-hauled a gaff rig and not ﬂying a topsail.
for using an electronic device Even downwind, it seemed that
aboard Kate. Actually, the Cap- the spinnakers and gollywobtain tended to wake us by ‘ac- blers were no match for Kate’s
cidentally’ fumbling with empty ‘barn door’ of a main sail. I wish
Heineken beer cans, which I had a copy of the Yachtshotssomehow fell loudly and repeat- bvi picture, showing it in all its
edly down the companionway.
glory.
Resplendent in our ‘uniform’ for
the day – red Mount Gay Rum
T-shirts and the coveted red
Mount Gay cap (offers to purchase them, the night before at
the bar ran to US$50.00) – we
welcomed His Excellency the
Governor of the BVI - no mean
sailor - with a salute and piped

prize giving, we held a surprise
dinner, at Pussers Landing, for
Captain Philip, whose age shall
remain unpublished as it is but
a number – a high number, but
just a number none the less.
He was presented with a gaff
rigged boat (as close a model
as we could get to Kate) by
Steve and I handed over a serious Pusser’s Rum enamel mug
- near the bow in picture - which
has a capacity approaching in
excess of a quart. Philip is hiding behind the model
Rammers
We were then introduced, by
our ageing Captain, to a drink
called a “Rammer”. I have to
admit this really is only for the
more seasoned, or should that
be the more serious, drinkers!
What’s in it, I hear you ask?

First of all the ingredients must
be extremely cold, the glass
Excellency helming
should be ice cold. Each of the
measures should be equivalent
His Excellency helmed for to UK ‘trebles’ at the very least!
nearly half the race, which we It is also strongly recommendwon comfortably. We even had ed that, if you are going to drink
a celebratory beer a mile from a Rammer, or several, you
the ﬁnishing line. Snap - having should go for the highest qualrepaired her steering - ﬁnished ity ingredients available. Drop
second. That evening, after the a couple of ice cubes into the
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ice cold glass, add one measure (UK treble) of vodka (Grey
Goose was the brand to hand)
and one measure (UK treble)
of gin, we used Tanqueray. Stir
and drink immediately; repeat,
as often as necessary. What

hours, in my very comfortable
port quarter berth, and recovered completely. I then clipped
on my harness and took my
watch and turn at the helm. In
the early hours we were guided
by the loom of the lights from

Mid-morning on Tuesday, we
picked up the mooring in Basseterre on the ﬁrst attempt. I
must admit that this was due to
the skipper being at the helm.
Damn, he is good. I would remind you that Kate does not
have an ‘iron genny’.
While Capt’n Philip went ashore
to clear Immigration and Customs, we stowed the sails and
tidied up Kate. Then we had a
beer.

does it taste like? I’ll leave you
to ﬁnd out, but would add that
there were no hangovers.
Dawn start
It was ﬂat calm in Sopers Hole.
We ‘motored’, with the dinghy
strapped to the side, up and
round Cooper Island, until the
wind started to pick up, with
gentle zephyrs, around 11:00
am. (That’s me at the helm.)
We had light airs until late afternoon, when the wind increased.
It was due to get to 17 knots at
dusk and sure enough there
was a “All hands on deck” call
and we took in a reef.

St.Maarten and then Saba.

Here’s to the next sail

While this is the
Caribbean with
temperatures in
the high 70’s at
night, I will tell
you that sailing
at night necessitates wearing
a windbreaker
rather than a Tshirt. Mind you
there may be
some with thick
blood amongst
you, but this is good advice for If you get the opportunity to
those whose blood has been sail on a ﬁrst rule twelve metre
diluted, over the years, by rum yacht, make every effort to take
advantage. It will give you
great and long lasting
memories to treasure. It
is, totally, different to sailing on a ‘plastic fantastic’.
Postscript

Queasy
I cannot understand why the
picture, with the moon and Venus is fuzzy, nor why I began to
feel slightly queasy – it could
not have been the Rammers!
Anyway, I slept for a couple

Kate was, recently, hit by a
small cargo vessel, whilst
and other concoctions. Ignore it at her mooring, and suffered
at your peril.
some damage to the port side,
Normally, the sail from the BVI the spreader and the rigging.
to St.Kitts is a beat. Fortunate- Thankfully, the damage was not
ly, the forecast from Wind Guru as bad as was ﬁrst feared and
came through. The wind shifted is being repaired as I write.
to the north and we were on a
reach the whole way.
Doug Gillanders
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GOLDEN OLDIE

White Heather is a 115ft
ketch, built and designed
- as Aries - by Camper and
Nicholson, in Gosport,
UK, for American tobacco
baron R.J.Reynolds.
Launched in 1952, Aries was designed for
long North Atlantic and
Arctic cruising, so the
accent was on a seaworthy structure and
voluminous hull form.
This gives her interior,
more space and comforts than are found in
many classics of her
size, which were often
designed for racing performance.
In 1959, Aries was donated to the American
Geographic
Society
and served as an oceanographic
research
vessel.
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In the early 80’s in Halifax, she
acquired a new owner - Canadian dentist Dr. Jene Jensen
- a new interior, bermudian rig
and her present name of White
Heather.
Jensen had her reﬁtted to a
high standard and she retained
her Lloyd’s A1 classiﬁcation and
went chartering until, in 1989,
she was dismasted in the Caribbean, during a hurricane.
White Heather was then acquired by a Dutchman, who
brought her to Europe and
started a restoration, but there
were certain difﬁculties with the
Dutch tax authorites and other
ﬁnancial problems for the owner at the time. This meant the
work had to be stopped and the
boat was put up for auction, in
1995.

captain came in. Van Grinsvan
had a textiles company that employed 200 people, but when
he saw the White Heather, he
decided it was time to pursue
a dream and sail the world. He
sold his business, bought the
yacht and had her extensively
restored, with a new rig sails,
new electrical systems, piping, engines and some interior
modiﬁcations; notably, the conversion of four small guest cabins into two larger ones, with
en-suite facilities.

place ashore, where they could
again have a family home and
a business.
After searching Spain and
France, they settled on the Château Les Merles, in France’s
Dordogne region, which they
bought, in 2003, as a place
where Jan van Grinsven could
enjoy his other passions; golf,
cooking and enjoying ﬁne
wines!

After restoring a boat, sailing
around 70,000 nm as captain
The White Heather became and welcoming guests into his
home and charter boat, provid- home aﬂoat, Jan van Grinsven
ing a high standard of hospital- has cast off his sea boots and is
ity, in a unique ambience, a kind repeating the cycle ashore! The
of character hotel aﬂoat.
château has been restored, the
cellars stocked with the ﬁnest
At the time he announced his Bergerac wines, the restauplans for extensive cruising, rant has already been named
van Grinsven promised his wife in Gault et Millau and the White
that they would spend no more Heather is for sale.
That is where Jan van Grinsven, than 10 years boating so, in
the current owner and long time 2002, they began looking for a Cathy McLean
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OCEAN RACING ROUND UP
FEBRUARY
Reg Gratton joined the Volvo Ocean Race as Communications Director, with the remit to enhance
the media coverage of the event and deliver on sponsors’ expectations. “I’m really excited to take
on this new and exciting challenge, after two years of helping to raise the proﬁle of the Asian Games
which was held in Doha last December.” Gratton commented, when he arrived in race headquarters,
near Portsmouth, from the Qatar desert in the Gulf, during the worst snow storms in 10 years.
Volvo Ocean chief Glenn Bourke answered some questions about the race. Asked about progress
on port stopovers, he said “In the new territories, our ﬁrst task has been to focus on education in
order for the authorities to appreciate just what the Volvo Ocean Race brings from a commercial
and sporting perspective, the infrastructure we require and the interest that can be aroused from our
arrival in those stopovers. Beyond that point of introduction and education, we have found a tremendous appetite for the race. We are making headway but, as you might expect, the progress we have
been making in places like the Middle East, Singapore, India and China has been a bit slower than I
had hoped but the desire is building.” On entries, he said “One thing’s for sure, I certainly don’t feel
the same anxiety over entries as I felt in the build-up to the previous race where we carried a great
deal of hope and enthusiasm and not too much concrete endorsement in the early stages.”
The jury is still out among the
sailing fraternity, where this
new route Volvo is concerned,
but many already see the result as a foregone conclusion:
ERICSSON WILL WIN IT!

Kouyoumdjian and his team
have been developing what
they believe is the best evolution of the VO 70 rule so far.
“We have put a lot of effort into
CFD (computational ﬂuid dynamics) analysis”, comments
Having ﬁnished last of the Kouyoumdjian. We have based
teams that completed the pre- our work on the new route and,
vious edition, Ericsson Rac- today, we know precisely which
ing now seems committed to boat we are going to build and
winning the next. Whilst other why.”
potential entrants are still at
the “will we - won’t we” stage, Fifteen people have been fully
the Swedes have done com- involved in the design of the
puter simulations, tank tests Ericsson yacht since last Noand even run more than 6,000 vember. Their best designs
virtual races around the world have been built as models and
with several models.
tested in France, at the “Bassin
d’essais de carènes de Paris”.
ABN AMRO ONE & TWO de- This tank testing unit belongs
signer Juan Kouyoumdjian and to the Ministry of Defence, and
his team have joined Ericsson has been allocated exceptionRacing and the new boat’s ally to the Ericsson Racing
build will be overseen by Kil- Team for the duration of the
lian Bushe, who performed the tests. “It is the best tank testing
same role for the successful unit in the world.” comments
Dutch team.
Kouyoumdjian. “The boat we

have designed represents a
clear generation jump from
what we have known so far.
Its performance will increase
noticeably. This boat deﬁnitely
announces the second generation of VO 70’s.”
For training and crew selection
the Ericsson Racing team has
purchased ABN AMRO ONE
and will take delivery in mid
July.
John Kostecki, the Ericsson
Racing team skipper, who recently competed in (and won)
the Heineken Regatta, in St
Maarten, on board ABN AMRO
ONE said “She is quite different to sail compared to my
experiences so far on board
Volvo Open 70s. This boat is
the current benchmark and
will allow us to quantify the improvements we make with our
new boat.”
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Bruno Peyron & Thomas Coville were named 2006 Record World Champions. With eight records
being improved on, the 2006 season was a great year. Bruno Peyron was a clear winner thanks to
his Atlantic record, between New York and the Lizard ( 4 d, 8 h, 23 mins and 54 secs) and the improvement achieved, on this same crossing of his own 24-hour record (766.8 miles).
Thomas Coville got the title in the single handed category,
after taking the Round the British Isles and Channel crossing records, beating Yvan Bourgnon and Yves Parlier, who
both improved on the 24 hour record during the year. Coville said: “I am pleased to see this record circuit becoming
more organised and, of course, overjoyed to win the title
this year, but I am keen to remain modest, as the adventure continues, and this counts more than resting on your
laurels.
Marc Guillemot announced that his new Safran Open 60 monohull would cross the starting line of
the Jacques Vabre Transat (Le Havre – Salvador de Bahia) with Charles Caudrelier as co-skipper.
Caudrelier was the winner of the 2004 Le Figaro-Afﬂelou solo race.
The Calais Round Britain Race is shaping up to be interesting, with a great mix of new prototypes
and top names from the Imoca circuit. The lap around the British Isles promises to be a pointer
for the Transat Jacques Vabre, the Barcelona Race at the end of this year and the 2008 Vendée
Globe.
Conﬁrmed entries are Vincent Riou (PRB-2), Jérémie Beyou (Delta Dore) Jean Le Cam (VM Matériaux), Jean-Philippe Chomette & Arnaud Boissière (Solune-2) Dee Cafari (Aviva) and Jonny Malbon
(Artemis).
Other likely entries include Bernard Stamm in Cheminées Poujoulat-2, currently under reﬁt in Caen
and its former sailor Jean-Pierre Dick, who has already done trials in New Zealand on the new Virbac-Paprec 2. Michel Desjoyeaux’’s new Foncia sponsored yacht is, currently, under construction at
CDK Technologies and only likely to have its ﬁrst sail trials just before the start.
MARCH
Denis Gasquet, Vice President of Veolia Environnement,
announced that the company would be backing the SolOceans; the ﬁrst single handed round the world race to be
sailed on One Design monohulls.
Later in the month, it was announced that the hulls, decks,
main bulkheads would be made, in series, by JMV Industries of Cherbourg.
In a bid to break French domination of the Vendée Globe,
Dee Caffari and Mike Golding announced that they had
formed a technical alliance, which is to include sharing data
during the building of their Open 60s, thus producing two
near identical yachts. Two boat test sailing will optimise the
set up of each boat and help both skippers in extracting the
best performance. The two sailors say they also hope for a
psychological advantage over rivals who will not have such
a structured development program.
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The debut record attempt of the former Orange, exInnovation Explorer, in Gitana 13 guise, started off
well. After 24 hours, the revised maxi-catamaran
was 40 miles up on the Discovery Route record, set
by Steve Fossett. Light and capricious airs, around
the Canaries, turned that lead into a deﬁcit then,
just as winds were turning in Gitana’s favour again,
the boat hit an unidentiﬁed object and rudder damage ended the attempt. A week later, Groupama 3
went on standby.
What a start to the Transat BPE! Not a good one for Servane Escofﬁer, who got T-boned by Yannig Livory and had to withdraw, with
a dislocated shoulder. The rest of the ﬂeet enjoyed idyllic spinnaker
sailing, in what got dubbed “The Brittany Trades”. There were two
options - north or south round the Azores high - and for some time,
it looked like the “Nordistes” had got it right. Now, it’s still anyone’s
race. The northern pack has split to go round the Azores, the “Sudistes” leaders have passed Madeira and 8 of the top 10 are in this
group. It’s still incredibly close racing; less than half a mile between
ﬁrst and second; 5 miles covering the ﬁrst four. What a shame the
organisers didn’t think it worth putting out any information in English. Follow it on BYM SPORTS NEWS.
Tony Bullimore was a happy man towards the end of this month. His chances of getting away soon, on his attempt to break the solo round-the-world
record, looked better, as a series of lows start to roll past Tasmania. Then,
on March 28, he announced new sponsors - Blue Ocean Wireless & Inmarsat.
Before that, Steve Hall had been talk to him for BYM News. See Page 26.

LOMBARDINI MARINE

CLICK TO FIND A DEALER
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VELUX 5 OCEANS

STAMM
NORFOLK

LEG 2

BERNARD STAMM
FIRST

SHIRAISHI
2903 NM

THE REST?

BASURKO
4430 NM

DALTON
5019 NM

SIR ROBIN
5051 NM

The above positions were recorded the day Bernard Stamm reached Norfolk,
in 48 days, almost an ocean ahead of Kojiro Shiraishi, who arrived 12 days
later. Next in was Unai Basurko, 20 days after Stamm, then we had to wait a
week, before the problem beset Robin Knox-Johnston got in on March 30th.
Graham Dalton was forced into Fortaleza, in Brazil, after his rudder was damaged in a collision with some unidentiﬁed object. His enforced visit was not a
happy one; he collapsed with serious sickness and diarrhoea, his electronic
equipment was stolen and, just as he thought he was ready to leave, he lost
the keel bulb from his yacht. The only good news was that Fortaleza is home
to Ignace, a builder of military boats and megayachts, who were able to cast
a new bulb. He is almost ready to go, as we prepare to publish this.
The ﬁnal leg starts on April 15. Barring accidents, Stamm and Kojiro are certain to take ﬁrst and second place. The only “excitement” could be a battle
between Unai & Robin, but the old sea dog is not holding out much hope of
grabbing third place overall.
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SERVANE ESCOFFIER
LOOKS GOOD - SAILS WELL

In the ﬁrst of a series of chats with women ocean sailors, Marian
Martin talks to Servane Escofﬁer on the eve of her ﬁrst transat in
a Brossard sponsored Bénéteau Figaro.
Servane Escofﬁer has got that
all important big break; the one
that takes you from doing it all
yourself to being able to really
focus on sailing your race boat!
If your family’s business happens to be renting out classic
boats and racing yachts from
a quay in St Malo, named after the famous corsair Duguay-Trouin, it is almost inevitable that you are going to start
dreaming, from an early age,
of a life where the sea plays a
major rôle. The fact that your
father, uncle and various cousins are already ardent ocean
racers only adds to the appeal
and that’s Servane’s story!
Servane has an impressive sailing record. Where it comes to
Transats, her ﬁrst was a double
hander with her father, Bob, in
the 2003 Jacques Vabre, where
they ﬁnished 12th. In 2005, she
ﬁnished 3rd, but it was the 2006
Route du Rhum and her second
in Class 50 that really brought
her to the attention of a major
sponsor. It all happened at the
right time, Fred Duthill had left
Brossard to persue other sailing ambitions; Servane had
performed outstandingly in the
Route du Rhum, against more

advanced yachts, and Brossard was weighing up the fact
that most of it’s products were
bought by women! The result
was a Brossard Figaro for Servane.
I asked her ﬁrst how she felt,
on the eve of her ﬁrst race - the
Trophée BPE, from Belle-Ile-enMer to Marie-Galante - in this
class. “Very happy!” she replied
and sounded it! “Happy and
excited,
because
it’s something new.
A new sort of boat
and the ﬁrst time I
will have to do my
own weather routing, because the
rules of this event
don’t allow outside
routing assistance.
I’m going to have to
be very vigilant in
Biscay, where there
is a strong chance
of storms and then
I will have to decide
whether it’s better
to go around the
Azores high, to the
north, or the south.
I will have at least
20 days at sea and
each one will bring
something new, so

it is very exciting.”
Before she took up sailing as
a career, Servane’s father said
she should get a qualiﬁcation
that would stand her in good
stead, if things didn’t work out,
so she took a diploma at La
Rochelle’s Ecole Superiéure
de Commerce. During her time
there, she had work experience
at Offshore Challenges, which
gave her an insight into what lies
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When she’s
alone on the
ocean and not
thinking about
the weather,
the boat, or
the route, her
thoughts stray
to friends and
family and the
pleasure
of
seeing them
again.
She
also
dwells
on the anticipation of real
food; nothing
special, just an
ordinary meal
“with a big pile
of frites.”

the start line, but that doesn’t
bother Servane in the least. “I
think it’s better to do your ﬁrst
ever round the world event in
a well proven boat.” she says.
“One that has already been
round, so then you have conﬁdence in the boat and you don’t
have to worry about it being
right, so you can concentrate
on getting to know it so that you
can sail it to its best potential.

Servane’s
main target for
behind a truly successful ocean
this year is the
racer. “I learned a lot about the Figaro, in August, but her longway things are planned and er term aim is to do a roundhow everyone there is so very the-world event. Either solo, in
supportive of the person who the 2008 Vendée Globe, or in a
is sailing.” she told BYM News. Volvo Ocean Race crew, would
For the ﬁrst time in her career, suit her just ﬁne!
Servane now has professional
support and doesn’t have to Entrants are accepted for the
rely on getting everything done Vendée Globe on a ﬁrst to qualherself, with the help of family ify basis and, as yet, Servane
and friends.
doesn’t have a boat and it isn’t
yet deﬁnite that Brossard will
One thing Servane does still buy her one. It’s unlikely that a
ﬁnd difﬁcult, despite intensive new boat could be built in time
training in Paris, is sleeping in for her to qualify for a place on
frequent, but very short spells.
“For the ﬁrst couple of days, I
ﬁnd it impossible,” she told me
“but it gets a bit easier from
then on.”

I asked if she thought being
a woman, in a mostly male
world, was a disadvantage or a
plus? “Where it comes to sailing, I don’t think it’s either.” was
Servane’s view. “The men have
bigger muscles, but I think we
women get around things by
using our heads more.” One
thing where she does think femininity has the edge is in getting
sponsorship. “Of course, being a woman makes getting a
sponsor very much easier.” she
says.

What about the more distant
future? Multihulls appeal, but
a long way ahead, “I’ve always
sailed monohulls and I want to
continue to concentrate on them
for now; to get really good.”
says Servane “Multis would be
after that.”

Marian Martin

Asked whether she preferred
solo and shorthanded sailing,
or crewed events, Servane said
“I love double handed sailing, I
love crewed sailing, I love being
single handed, I just love sailing.”
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READY FOR TAKE OFF

Tony Bullimore is ‘larger than
life’, ‘gregarious’ and preparing himself and his boat for
an attempt on the solo round
the world record. He intends
to sail his 102 foot long,
high performance catamaran alone and cover a
distance of 23,000 miles,
around the world, in less
than 70 days. Tony will be
undertaking one of sport’s
most extreme challenges,
including sailing the Southern Ocean in autumn.
I had the opportunity to
spend a morning with Tony
at the Bellerive Yacht Club,
across the Derwent river
from Hobart, as the ﬁnal
preparations were made
for departure, and ask him
some questions. What you
see is what you get, with
Tony; however, don’t let the
genial exterior fool you, behind

his smiling face is calculating
intelligence and his eyes twinkle as he carefully considers his
words.

the same age as the Australian
PM John Howard - 67 years answers this question simply.
“The record is for the longest
and greatest sailing achievement, it’s personal for me”.
Tony seems to love a challenge and overcoming adversity against all odds; it’s
very hard to imagine him at
the bowls club, gardening
or showing his pensioner
bus pass.

A friend of mine wondered
how Tony’s involvement
with activities such as the
‘Special Olympics’ had affected him. Tony, who is
a ﬁrm believer in community involvement, says “I
always try to help people
in life and give something
back to the community”.
He has great respect for
“Why?” That’s the question the yacht and sailing clubs that
most people ask. Tony, who is run cadet / junior activities and
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manage his food intake, depending on progress. Whilst,
he has not speciﬁcally trained
for such personal challenges
as sleep deprivation, as other singlehanded round the
world sailors have, he says,
“I’m naturally O.K. at taking
naps. I sleep in small doses
in between the different work
tasks that are needed to be
done on the boat”.

believes that “What I and others
do on the high seas all helps to
inspire others. It is important to
remember that the young people today will carry the ﬂag and
be the sporting stars of tomorrow”.
What will Tony do after the attempt? Is this his last gasp?
In true Tony fashion he says “I
will get off the boat, start thinking, then decide the future and I
ain’t saying no more”

assistance from his weather
tactician, American Lee Bruce,
will allow him to outrun the
worst of the weather, if needed,
and to avoid the lulls, whilst
keeping the pressure up, for his
expected runs on good days of
between 450 and 500 miles.
He is taking just 70 days supplies and expecting to lose
some weight. “If I could lose
a couple of stone, I would be
delighted.” he laughed. He will

Tony certainly has the experience of a professional long
distance yachtsman, whilst
singlehanded sailing on this
boat has only been a “few
hundred miles” he has sailed
over 120,000 miles and done
a couple of circumnavigations
with a crew, so is not concerned.
As far as reeﬁng the massive
main, he will do this manually,
as per the requirements of the
attempt, and expects that, if the
wind gets up to 55 to 65 knots,
he would sail with a storm jib
and no main, with the wing
mast driving the boat. Certainly,
the mast was keen to go, in 35
knots on the moorings, but you
expect that from a carbon wing
mast that’s 107ft tall!

Over 3 tons of unnecessary equipment has been
removed from the boat, but
Tony has allowed himself the
luxury of an additional 120
kgs of fuel, because - as he
says - he needs to be sure he
can keep up the power to his
essential
communications
systems.
Keeping Tony informed of the
following weather will allow
him to ‘sail the weather’, his
boat is fast, very fast - “The
fastest I’ve been on it is 38
knots,” he says “but I don’t
expect to be doing that during the attempt.” - and vital
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those that surround him. His
‘tradies’, the members and
staff of the Bellarive Yacht
Club, will not hear a bad word
about him and one criticised
a popular Internet forum site
for negative comments, “from
those that sit in armchairs
and do nothing”.
In my opinion, all solo round
the world sailors must, to
some extent, have a few
‘rocks loose’. Is Tony crazy
to attempt this challenge, at
67, in a high performance
catamaran, with limited singlehanded hours, at the onset of the Southern Ocean
autumn? Of course he is, in
my view, but does it matter?
Not really, providing things
go well; the boat’s good and
well founded, the weather
tactician is an expert, Tony
has all the experience that
you can get. What’s he got
to lose, at his age, by risking
all to add the greatest trophy
to his mantlepiece and stamp
forever, his footprint in sailing
history ....... only his life!
I wondered how such an outgoing and gregarious man would
handle the loneliness. He told
me “I have two modes and
can switch on and switch off,
so loneliness is not an issue.”
He also thanks his wife, “who
is very supportive, 24 hours a
day”.
As the ﬁrst signs of the approaching winter swept through
Hobart last night, dropping the
temperature from a humid 27°C
to a cool rainy morning of 10°C,
the weather window is closing
fast. The northerlies that have
been have been a feature, over
south east Australia, for most

The downside is, of course,
the cost of rescue if things go
of late summer are now giving
way to strong south westerly even slightly wrong. The Aussie
fronts, blasting along the south- public is still smarting from the
ern coast of Australia. Tony cost of Tony’s previous rescue,
says he will be departing in the when his Vendée Globe yacht
next couple of days, ﬁnal work capsized. Still, as one wit on
on the vital electronics was be- a sailing forum commented,
ing ﬁnished. “The boat has had “he will be in NZ waters pretty
a tremendous amount of work quickly!” Actually, in an age of
done,” Tony said “there were bloated sponsorship for other
“loads of tiny jobs, but we are events, Tony’s one man chalready to go, once the weather lenge and his values, probably
closely match those of some
pattern is correct”.
more anarchistic Internet foIn an age of compliance, where rums? I reckon so anyway.
many sporting heroes are personality free, Tony is a shining Will Tony break the record? In
example of personality plus; terms of mental toughness - no
who engenders great loyalty in worries; of tactical support - no
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issues; as for the boat, despite how strong and well
prepared it is and getting
favourable weather patterns, only time will tell.

So Tony, yes I
think you are crazy to have a go,
however, you are
a true hero and
the sailing world
would be so very
boring
without
people like you
in it. Good luck
to you, you are a
courageous man
and an inspiration
to others, may fair
but strong winds
be with you.
Steve Hall
Photo left: Tony
greets his electronics expert.
In January 1994, Tony Bullimore’s catamaran – then named Enza ‘ crossed
the Jules Verne start line, between Ushant and the Lizard lighthouse. On
board were co-skippers Peter Blake and Robin Knox-Johnston and a crew
of six. There was a French rival, Olivier de Kersauson with a giant trimaran
Lyonnaise des Eaux to make a race of it.
Enza made good early progress and, after 20 days, passed south of the Cape
of Good Hope. Down into the Southern Ocean, the expectations were that
the usual westerlies would take the catamaran to Cape Horn, but easterlies
prevailed and - for 11 days - Enza sailed below 60°S, lower than any multihull had ever ventured. Approaching Cape Horn, a vicious gale threatened
to force them even further south and there were fears they might even be
driven ashore on Antarctica.
There was more to come, having round the Horn and got close to home,
they found storm force winds in the English Channel, creating mountainous seas that threatened to pitch pole the catamaran, which – even under
bare poles - was careering along too fast. Enza crossed the ﬁnish line, with
a drogue made up of anchor chain and long warps cast in a loop from each
transom, on April 1, 1994, setting a new round the world record of 74 days
22 hours and 17 minutes.
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INTERVIEW

Iain Murray A.M., seen
(right), with Premier
Morris Ienna, is a yacht
designer, property developer and a director of Australian yacht
builder Azzura Marine
Group.
He is also on the Australian Boating Industry Association team
that is implementing
an Action Agenda to
promote
Australian
companies.

AG-C: How important are Azzurra boats are certainly very
overseas markets to the important for us going forward.
Australian industry?
AG-C: Do you see the
Iain Murray: I guess our com- emerging Asian markets
pany’s a bit diversiﬁed, in as taking priority over USA,
much as we build several differ- EU and Arab?
ent types of products in Azzura
Marine and things have a dif- IM: For us the answer is ‘not
ferent signiﬁcance. In the case at this stage’. The Asian marof Sydney Yachts, for example, ket, from where I’m standing,
where we have primarily been is risky. I’m seeing large marine
building boats for the Austral- complexes being built, in Maian community, it hasn’t been a laysia and places and I’m tryhigh priority. Shipping relatively ing to compete in the Olympics,
low cost production yachts out in China, and there been sevof this country is an expensive eral marinas built there. They
operation, because we’re com- are magniﬁcent facilities, but I
peting against cargo going to haven’t seen any boats yet.
places where we would typically sell the yachts, as opposed to I’ve seen quite a large education
going back to Asian countries, process, particularly for the Chiwhere we import a lot from and nese people to become familiar
and comfortable with the water;
the ships go back empty.
probably more so with sailing
As we’ve progressed with Az- boats than with motor yachts.
zurra Marine and entered more Down the road, I can see it will
and more in the luxury market, be a very important market for
certainly the overseas market is us, but right now we’re trying to
a bigger and bigger part of that. cater for people - Americans and
Even with an Australian buyer, Europeans primarily - that have
it is more than likely that the inquired about the products we
boats would be kept out of this do and have the skills to build,
country, anyway. So, to answer which are sailing boats, or moyour question generally, the tor yachts and, particularly, mooverseas markets for the large tor yachts that have a character

feel to them. We import a lot
of building skills and bits and
pieces and that’s our immediate future; more in the custom
boat building. That’s where it is
from my point of view, but I’m
sure that, in 5 years time, it will
be a different story.
AG-C: Can you see the
Australian industry ever
competing,
globally,
against large EU & US
Groups, such as Bénéteau & Brunswick?
IM: It’s very difﬁcult for us to
compete in the EU and USA,
simply because of the cost of
getting craft to those markets.
As I said, those markets are
where Australian commodities
are purchased and shipped, so
we are competing for space on
very heavily laden boats. For
us to send a boat to America is,
probably, going to cost us 25%
of the cost of the boat, which
is too large a burden. So, unless we are prepared to be like
Bénéteau, which has gone to
America and set up production,
efﬁcient as we might ever get in
this country, we are never going to get to a point where we
could be a large production
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group, selling in large numbers
to America or the European nations, simply because of the
shipping costs.

here and people like Nigel Burgess see great opportunities for
Australia and the Barrier Reef
and round the top in the Kimberlies. We see the True North
When we get to the superyacht boat and the boat we built,
standard it becomes a different Cambria 2, heading there; the
thing. It travels on its bottom, it big catamaran, Seafaris, is up
might even start life down here there. So, we are seeing high
with its owner cruising, which is quality boats operating under
getting more popular, so ship- international charter and atping is far less of a factor.
tracting overseas people, by
providing a quality service and
AG-C: The Caribbean and these boats are getting bigger.
Mediterranean are easily accessible to high net There’s lots of potential for tourworth potential charter- ist charter and not just with suers. That has helped the peryachts. From my association
luxury yacht industry in with the Oatley family, in Hamthe USA and Europe. Do ilton Island, I know they have
you foresee a similar very much in mind that there’s
Australian effect?
a large amount of business and

of shipping?

IM: It is happening; not in anywhere near the way the developement of the charter industry
has happened in Europe, in
particular, and also in the Caribbean, but it is happening. Certainly, we don’t have the permanent base of these boats yet,
but there are more and more
travelling down here, probably
in private use, and stopping off.
Coming down through the Paciﬁc and doing a bit of cruising
in New Zealand, then the Great
Barrier Reef, and maybe stopping for a reﬁt in Australia, then
continuing on their way.

shows, they did sell internationally and had ofﬁces in Florida
and Monaco. They marketed
themselves hard and then they
were absorbed into another
company and it was decided
it was more proﬁtable to build
commercial boats, so that presence has now disappeared

Some of these boats are doing
some charters, whilst they’re

that Australia has a lot to offer,
in terms of exploring this part
of the world. Not only are the
charter boats getting better, but
I think the land based facilities
are coming up now, so we’re
not much behind the Caribbean
in a lot of ways. There is a long
travelling time to get here, but
we’re talking about very wealthy
individuals, with chartered or
private jets, so I guess it’s part
of the adventure.
AG-C: Australia produces
pleasure craft suitable
for European waters, yet
we hardly ever see them
at boat shows. Is that
just because of the price

IM: I think it’s something that
big manufacturers like Riviera
are probably struggling with,
every time they build a boat.
Bearing in mind they build 4
or 5 hundred boats a year, the
average length is probably 45
feet. They’re not super boats,
but they’re now building boats
up to 70 feet, at several million
dollars in cost, but the issues
I’ve spoken about of the cost of
getting them out of here is just
as big an issue for them as it is
for me. It’s not until we get to
the larger sizes that eases.
We had a very focussed manufacturer in Oceanfast here
and they did attend all the boat

I guess our business, Azzura,
is the one that’s following up
behind, building bigger and
more detailed motor yachts and
trying to go where Oceanfast
had gone before. We’re slowly
chipping away and I hope that,
with our Australian superyacht
group, we will have more of a
regular presence, particularly
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at the Fort Lauderdale and Monaco shows. Like New Zealand, we have to establish our
presence, our industry ought to
work harder together and represent our country as a whole,
for the services we can offer,
rather than as individual contractors and lead contractors
and yacht builders as such. It’s
something a lot of people are
working hard on, in this country, and, obviously, we’re developing facilities to build those
boats. We’re developing
our own superyacht facility, in Newcastle, and
Sensation Yachts is coming to Newcastle as well
and we’ve seen North
West Bay ships develop
in Tasmania. We’re a little bit regionalised, but
we certainly have all the
basics of what we need
to build those boats here
and we intend to be building them fairly shortly and
be represented around
the world quite regularly.
There’s a big moving forward for Australian constructors at the high end
of the market.

never going to be a mass produced Bénéteau boat, because
our signature is more of a robust
hand built boat as opposed to a
factory produced boat. That’s
not something we are trying to
change; we are trying to keep
our racing edge and mixed use
capability. The smaller boats,
the 36 footers, we are able to
build reasonably efﬁciently. We
built them in signiﬁcant numbers and that’s about the limit
of the size that get on ships at

into a brand that he had spent
a considerable amount of time
and research putting together,
but didn’t quite ﬁnish the job.
We are delighted to have Steve Marten with us; he brings a
huge wealth of boat building skill
and knowledge and is a general
good guy with it. It’s been terriﬁc for us to have the opportunity to build these boats and it’s
helped the Sydney range, dramatically. It’s given us another
brand in an entirely different
direction. In a coordinated marine business we
have to keep all sorts of
activities busy, in terms
of design and manufacture of cabinetry work,
stainless steel work and
various forms of composite construction. The
people are building a
fairly production boat to
custom boat standard
with the latest materials
and that is what Steve
Martin has brought to
us; the way to build a
Porsche or an Audi and
it has been a terriﬁc opportunity for us.

Then we have the AzAG-C: What’s the
zura boat that started
future for the Azout as a requirement to
zura brands?
build boats really for our
own use and developed
IM: The Sydney brand
into building purpose
has primarily been a racing fo- a reasonable price. So we are build factories and getting quite
cused brand over its long time; having a run of exporting those a large team together to deal
a strong one design racing boats to America right now.
with being able to build a shipclass boat. Our current boats,
yard and that’s a large amount
the cruiser racer boats, are sort We acquired the Marten brand of project management, design
of all things to everyone; boats last year for a number of rea- skills and machinery of comthat race quite boldly and are sons. Steve Marten did a terriﬁc puterised cutters and bits and
also capable of taking a family job in putting a marine business pieces. To pool all that togethout, to provide them with pleas- together and building a very er we actually built a purpose
ure activities, yet robust enough unique, beautiful yacht and built factory in Queensland to
to compete in the Sydney Ho- we saw this as an opportunity be able to do that we are now
bart, or whatever. That’s what to up-skill ourselves and up- going into Newcastle with a
a Sydney Yacht is all about. It’s equipment ourselves and walk purpose built shipyard to rePage 32
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gard all of the facets of building
these boats and also the ongoing service with it and to that
extend we have entered into
Woolwich Dock in Sydney Harbour to provide service and repair and maintenance facilities
as another string to our bow of
servicing our customers and so
we have a base and a very nice
Superyacht dock down at Sydney Harbour and we have Newcastle and Queensland. Then,
obviously, having three groups
together allows us to have all
these skills under one ownership and allows us to have
proper purchasing systems,
accounting systems, employment, occupational health and
safely. It allows us to run a business properly because we have
enough momentum amassed
to do that.

er opening a manufac- IM: I started being sponsored
from the age of 14. I had some
turing facility in China?
early success, with the help of
IM: The Sydney Yachts brand is my mother, and it wasn’t very
probably most likely to go into long after winning my ﬁrst Ausmanufacturing, in a country like tralian championship, at the age
China. It’s not hard focus for us of 14, that I sailed in boats that
right now, we are very much were sponsored; those days in
trying to build the other end of the skiff classes. I didn’t come
from a wealthy family and for
what we are doing.
me to progress my sailing caWe are only a small group and reer I needed to attract sponwe can’t expand on all fronts sors. So, at a pretty early age
and right now our focus is on I was on the sponsorship trail

AG-C: How big is Azzura
going to get?
IM: When Newcastle opens it
could well be that the size of our
group could more than double.
It’s fair to say, with Newcastle
building boats, we will be approaching 400, maybe 500 employees and that is starting to be
a fair organisation. We are, currently ,just under 200 hundred
employees, so it’s something
that has come a long way in the
last few years, since I have taken control of all of these groups.
So, with our combined marketing and branding and efﬁciency
that we are starting to gain and
get a cross polarisation of ideas, project management, design skills and you look at the
boats, the brand new Martin 49
outside me here and you say it
is deﬁantly starting to pay dividends.

Newcastle and the bigger boats.
That said, we have new models
planned for Sydney Yachts, but
I’ve seen many go to China and
into joint ventures, over the last
twenty years, and many of have
retreated and its something that
we only have so many hours in
the day and we think they are
best used into making our own
operation here work harder and
more efﬁcient at this stage rather than sharing other opportunities in other countries.

AG-C: You have taken
ten world sailing championships.
Are
there
some lessons you could
pass on to young sailors
AG-C: Would you consid- today?

and I think, in many ways, that
was a very good thing, because
it added a lot of responsibility
and some understanding and
acknowledgment that corporate
life was probably going to have
to play a part of developing my
sailing skills. It also introduced
me, at a very early age, to a lot
of older people and probably
made me grow up faster. I think
the opportunity of sponsorship
is there around sailing, much
more than it was in my days,
and the advice is get in early,
start your sailing career, get
some achievement in small dinghies and, obviously, your parents have to help you with that
and then get your words on paper and get out there, sell your
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story and get to the next level.

getting a good billing with the
Larry Ellison challenge, but I
AG-C: You have com- guarantee they won’t be paying
peted in four America’s half of what it’s costing.
Cups, how do you see
the beneﬁts of America’s AG-C: Can you see the
Cup sponsorship?
cost of preparing and
running a high tech boat
IM: The last time I competed starting to limit entries?
was in 1995 and we had a
budget of around AU$30 mil- IM: I think we are seeing that
lion, US$25 million and it was a in the America’s Cup already.
remarkable achievement to get I compete in maxis, where Alfa
that amount of money for the Romeo sponsors a boat, and I
America’s Cup. That was more think the sponsorship is purely
than our national rugby, cricket driven by their commercial reor any other teams had been turn, so if it gets to the point
able to put together, relative to - as it is in the America’s Cup
that time? I look at the Ameri- - where the research and deca’s Cup today and the amount velopment and everything else
of money they are spending takes campaign cost to beyond
and say that the America’s Cup commercial viability, it could
is not commercially viable as a mean no money for research.
sponsor driven event.
What then? Do people do less
research, do the builders, the
Look at the top teams - Prada, crew get paid less. I’m not sure
New Zealand, Alinghi and Ora- where it will go, but it would be
cle all those groups have a ben- sad for the sport to make itself
eﬁciary adding a substantial uncompetitive against other
amount of money. if it isn’t an sports and lose out.
individual, it’s a Government.
You take those individuals and Sailing is simply not a sport you
the New Zealand Government can put on TV and people go
out of those four teams and I “Well, I’ve got so many minutes
would say what’s left is, prob- of air time and I’ve got my monably, the commercial reality of ies worth.” It’s a participation
the America’s Cup and that’s a sport, because it’s a difﬁcult
long way short from the budg- sport to watch, so the sponsors
ets they have got. So, where we have to make out of it in many,
would struggle, in this country, many ways and feel good, so
is that we don’t have a govern- I worry about some aspects of
ment that wants to match dollar where our sport is going and
for dollar, we don’t have Rupert the cost involved.
Murdoch wanting to do it, or a
Larry Ellison or a Bertarelli. We It’s got events popping up all
don’t have anyone that is so over the world; in the old days
passionate about the America’s it used to be what was the
Cup that they are prepared to Whitbread - now the Volvo,
do it on non-commercial terms. the America’s Cup, the OlymLook at BMW Oracle; obvious- pics and maybe the Admiral’s
ly BMW is a very commercial Cup. Now we have this round
company, they are looking for the world race, that round the
their ‘bang for buck’. They are world race, the America’s Cup,

the World Sailing League, International Match Racing circuit,
Farr 40s; there’s dollars being
chased up everywhere and, obviously, sailing has attractions
to a lot of sponsors, in the demographics, but there is a limit
to what sponsors will pay for it.
AG-C: Are we are getting
to a situation where so
many races are diluting
the impact?
IM: I think the America’s Cup is
still right up there, particularly in
Europe; it is a very major event
and I think it is still seen as the
pinnacle of our sport and a lot
of people are going to watch
it. Whether the sponsors are
getting good value for money I
can’t judge; the contest is too far
away and obviously the sponsors make their own judgment
on that. For the rest, the Volvo,
the Geelong races etc, I think a
lot of people are confused as to
what race is what.
AG-C: What sail racing
are you doing now?
IM: I’m back to basics, involved
in running an 18ft skiff boat, here
in Australia with the Channel 7
company, which is a very Sydney Harbour orientated type of
thing. I’m currently trying to win
a place in the Australian team
for the Olympic Games and I
sail on Wild Oats in most of the
Maxi races, with the Oatley family. That’s sort of the limit of my
competitive sailing at this stage.
That’s actually a lot of time, but
there is no Australian America’s
Cup challenge at this time and
I can’t actually see one in the
foreseeable future.
AG-C: Thank you for talking to BYM News.
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MEGAYACHT NEWS
Ocean Independence announced the sale of the 85 metre Annaliesse. Having been a very successful charter yacht since
her launch in 2004, Annaliesse accommodates up to 36 guests
in absolute opulence, with a one-on-one crew to guest ratio.
The 110m2 master suite takes up the entire upper deck, while
the VIP stateroom is located on the bridge deck, and the ten
guest staterooms (six doubles and four twins) are housed at
main deck level. Beyond this a further ﬁve guest cabins are
situated elsewhere, one of which is connected to the master
suite. Guests are certainly treated to every comfort, with an onboard health and beauty centre featuring a marble-faced Roman bath, saunas, steam rooms, cold plunge pools, Jacuzzis,
a beauty salon with Cleopatra baths, Thalasso therapy beds
and massage facilities. Her gymnasium is fully equipped with a
treadmill, rowing machine, weights and a cycling machine. Other facilities include a cinema, library, business centre, crèche,
a Jacuzzi on the Sun deck, four large tenders, two of which are
capable of 30 knot speeds and a heli-pad.
For the second year running, demand for
Pendennis’ reﬁt services grew. With M/Y
Avante and M/Y Le Reina Del Mar in residence in the inner dry dock, the company
expanded its capacity with temperature
controlled bubble tents, supplied by Spar
Craft of Palma, Mallorca. M/Y Kiring, M/Y
Alta , S/Y Naos and S/Y Zephyr have been
tented on hard standing and a further tent
is planned for up coming work on another 50m Motor Yacht. The tents are ideally
suited to the climate in Falmouth, as this
area of the UK rarely drops below freezing
and beneﬁts from the warm air of the Gulf
Stream.
Sunseeker Charters is to offer a 37 metre in
the USA. The yacht ‘M4’, is the second of
this model to be built and will be available
for charter following its debut at the Fort
Lauderdale Boat Show at the end of October 2007. The vessel will come with scuba
dive compressor, a full complement of water toys and a crew of six, including skipper,
engineer and chef. Stefan Wertans, director of Sunseeker Charters said “By the end
of the year, we will have three beautiful new
Sunseekers available for charter in Florida,
the Caribbean and Mexico. We are thrilled
to offer our clients an unrivalled selection of
Sunseeker motoryachts to choose from for
their holidays in the Americas.”
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Marine Group Boat Works on
San Diego Bay announced the
completion of a nine-month,
multi-million dollar construction project, including a custom-made 665-ton travel lift,
the strongest one in the nation.
Marine Group has already attracted the attention of some of
the biggest and most expensive
boat owners from around the
world, including Oracle CEO
Larry Ellison’s Ronin.
Fincantieri has started work on Hull # 6154, a 130 + metre, 7 deck megayacht, designed by Espen
Oeino, with an interior by Pascale Reymond of Reymond Langton Design. The order was placed last
year, through Camper & Nicholsons International, for a Russian client, who has not been named.
The shipyard says that when Hull # 6154,
which is scheduled for delivery in 2010, is
completed it will be the most technically
advanced and the most elegant megayacht built to date. Key features will include
two helicopter landing platforms (one with
a hangar), storage for a large submarine
able to reach a depth of more than 100 metres, a huge internal sea water pool that can
be also used for tender docking and 2,700
square metres of luxury interior space.
Koninklijke De Vries Makkum, part of the
Feadship group, has successfully completed the reﬁt of the 71.60-meter (234’ 9”)
Utopia. Originally launched in 2004 and
the second largest Feadship yet built, the
yacht’s new owners had previously spent
several months chartering Utopia. Delighted with her ﬁrst class facilities and technologies, they bought her and decided to
personalise the yacht to their onboard living style and further enhance the yacht’s
outdoor relaxation options.
On the sun deck forward, a large cut out
was made in the canopy to create a huge
sunbed with giant ﬂuffy sofas in a champagne colour. The windscreen was adapted to suit the new shape of the sunbathing area, new speakers were installed, and the lockers
were adapted to create extra storage space. The owners’ foredeck, just forward of their stateroom,
already had its own Jacuzzi. Now the seating in this area has been replaced with three large sofas
and sunpads, making it an even more idyllic spot for private relaxation. Deck space was increased
by removing one of two large circular foredeck hatches.
Cathy McLean
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HELI POWERS
.

On March 9, John Astbury, MCA
Chief Executive and representatives of the Helideck Certiﬁcation Agency (HCA) signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), between the MCA
and HCA, for helicopter landing areas on commercially operated large yachts, outlining
their responsibilities and powers. The HCA has been given
responsibility for the inspection
of helicopter landing areas on
commercially operated large
yachts.

MCA is able to offer the Large
Yacht industry a viable alternative to the existing guidance on
the design of helicopter landing
areas. The new arrangement
was developed in close consultation with industry and the UK
Civil Aviation Authority.”

ager, said: “We have developed
an impressive track record in
providing this key service to
the oil and gas industry, and
the agreement takes us on into
a new phase of business development. We’re delighted to
have established this new relationship with the MCA and look
“With the HCA agreement in forward to providing the agency
place, there is now an experi- with a quality service on a conenced body dedicated to the sistent basis.”
inspection of helicopter landing
areas on board commercially “The agreement broadens our
operated UK large yachts, en- business activity beyond the ensuring that safety and technical ergy sector for the ﬁrst time and
Commenting, John Astbury, standards are maintained.”
we will now aim to build upon it
Chief Executive of the MCA,
by securing work in other new
said: “I am delighted that the Alan Veale, HCA General Man- sectors.”
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THE AMSTERDAM BOAT SHOW HAD A SPECTACULAR
OPENING? BUT DID IT LIVE UP TO IT?
“After visiting Boot Düsseldorf earlier this year,
with BYM News’ reporter Thomas Schmidt, the
HISWA Amsterdam Boat Show had the bar set high
for the visit of this reporter.” says Luuk le Clercq.
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Traditionally, the Dutch nautical season has always started with
the HISWA Amsterdam Boat Show, but in the past couple of years
the competition has increased and visitor numbers have dropped.
Today, Dutch water sportsmen can choose from several shows
and, with the increased mobility (Düsseldorf is within easy reach),
the show in the RAI-exhibition centre in Amsterdam has suffered
a decrease of visitor numbers.

Makeover
This year’s show had, therefore, a new approach, matching
boats and products were displayed next to each other - outboard engines lined up near the
sports boats, for example - and
this resulted in clearly deﬁned
halls. For the visitor coming to
the show with a clear goal navigation was very easy and suppliers were easily approachable. The more casual visitor
could also enjoy the new set-up
of the show.
When it comes to size, the Amsterdam Boat Show is not able
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but during the week
that has changed.
Both exhibitors and
the ofﬁcial ﬁgures
noted an increase
(+4.084% compared
to last year) in the
visitors, though the
exhibitors were not
sure it resulted in extra business.
Other events were
a design contest
for children, maintenance workshops
for motor boaters
and lectures at the
to compete with the show in was ofﬁcially opened. Dutch ‘Sailing Yacht Club’. The deDüsseldorf. Whilst all the major National Wakeboarding Cham- sign contest especially was a
European brands seemed to pion Abel Vegter opened the big success with always sevbe present in Germany, many show with an impressive jump, eral children working on their
brands were absent in Am- ringing the bell that tradition- own graphical design for their
sterdam. Only a dozen or so ally opens the show. Also quite chance to win an Optimist (with
sailing yachts were on display traditional was the fact that the their graphics on the hull).
and the internationally popular show opened quite slowly. VisiDutch steel motor yachts had tor numbers, on the ﬁrst day at For the people looking to see
also very few models present. least, did not look impressive, the latest and newest, the AmIt looked as if Dutch builders
were more present in Düsseldorf than on home territory.
The show itself beneﬁted
from the new arrangement,
it meant that sports boats
were shown next to each
other, large motor boats had
their own hall, sailing vessels and gear were to be
found in another hall and
the very popular small motorboats were displayed in a
hall of their own. Except for
the (usual) boats and gear,
this year’s show had, as an
extra, a large section dedicated to wakeboarding and
waterskiing, this included a
basin where visitors could try
out these sports. This same
basin, of 60 metres long
and 10 metres wide, was
the place where the show
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sterdam Boat Show is not the
place to be. That particular audience is better served at the
Amsterdam in the water show
in September (with usually several new models launched) or
the METS (with all the latest innovations in gear and gadgets)
in November. The premieres
at the show were mostly slight

alterations or added options of manufacturers they want to
to boats focused on the Dutch visit the Amsterdam Boat Show
market.
is not the best. Those people
will be best served with a visit
The Amsterdam Boat Show to either the Amsterdam in the
2007 was not as impressive or water show, or Boot Düsselnewsworthy as Boot Düsseldorf, dorf where the choice is simply
but the show was a good place wider.
for the audience with a clear
goal. For those without a plan Luuk le Clercq
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LA CIOTAT - PAST & PRESENT

The 17th century houses of La
Ciotat’s old port are now restaurants and boutiques. The
ﬁshing boats have given way
to modern yachts, but still the
occasional pointu goes out to
ﬁsh and some of the yachts
are converted working craft.
It’s a delightful blend of ancient and modern; a blend
that is now being repeated, in
a more functional way in the
industrial area of this little
Mediterranean port.
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so badly afﬂicted
by rheumatism
that he couldn’t
easily take the
obligatory step
out of the circle,
required by the
rules. What is
certain is that he
and his friends
thought up a
variation on the
local game and
pieds tanqué feet nailed to the
ground - was invented!

La Ciotat is famed for three
things: the world’s oldest cinema, the invention of pétanque
and it’s shipyard!
In 1896, the ﬁlm “L’Arrivé d’un
train” was shown to a paying
Paris audience. It was ﬁlmed at
La Ciotat station, by the inventors of moving pictures, August
and Louis Lumière. The brothers, whose father owned the
Chateau du Clos des Plages,
in La Ciotat, then opened a cinema there, in 1899. The Eden
Theatre still exists and is presently being carefully restored,
with funding from the French
state and the European Union.
Pétanque came about because
of the inﬁrmity of a La Ciotat
citizen, who had been an ace
at the Provençale version of
bowls. The cause of Jules Le
Noir’s inﬁrmity is uncertain,
some say he was crippled in
an accident and conﬁned to a
wheel chair, others that he was

The work of
building wooden
sailing ships began in La Ciotat
in the early 17th
century, but the
work was very
artisanal
and
it was not for more than 200
years that the yards became
industrialised.
Entrepreneur
Louis Benet had long dreamed
of modernising the La Ciotat yards and, in 1835, he and
two friends decided to
build a steam ship, the
Phocéen, for Mediterranean voyages. The
region had no history
of building a ship of this
type and the propulsion
system and even the
tools to assemble the
mechanical components
had to be imported from
England. Nevertheless,
the local workforce must
have adapted quickly,
because Phocéen was
ready to sail within a
year. Six more steam
ships were built in the
next two years and each
time everything mechanical was imported

from England and all the La
Ciotat yard actually made was
the hulls. Then James de Rothschild invested both money and
vision in the yard. He insisted
that Benet bought knowledge,
rather than machinery, from
England and the result was a
leap forward in the technology
of the yard and the launching
- in 1847 - of the iron liner Bonaparte, France’s ﬁrst propeller
driven steam ship.
Four years later, the La Ciotat
yard was sold to the ﬂedgling
Compagnie des Services Maritimes des Messageries Nationales. The overseas mail service
began in the Mediterranean,
then rapidly expanded; ﬁrst to
the Black Sea then to the Far
East and the Indian Ocean. Another period of rapid expansion
followed the inauguration of
the Suez Canal, in 1869, and
from then until the outbreak of
World War 1, has often been
described as “a golden age” for
the company and the town that
built its liners.
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la Méditerranée, commonly known as NORMED,
but the merger did little to
make the yards proﬁtable.

“Golden age”? For some perhaps, but it was not without it’s
labour problems, militancy and
periods of unemployment for
the workers.
That ﬁrst World War saw the liners converted to hospital ships
and troop carriers; 22 of which
were lost. After it, the company found itself in possession
of several almost new vessels
seized from Germany.
The end of the war was the birth
of a new “golden age”, where
the company was concerned
and its liners were seen all over
the world. In 1919, El Kantara
was the ﬁrst French ship to go
through the Panama Canal,
inaugurating a new round the
world service. In 1921, the Angkor became the ﬁrst company
vessel to be converted to oil
engines. The profusion of new
German vessels meant that the
yard did not do so well and it
was not until 1925 that the La
Ciotat yard launched the liner
Mariette-Pacha. She represented an era where liners developed both technically and in the
sheer luxury of their interior decor. Then came World War II.
Inevitably work almost came to
a standstill, as the workers went
to war. Construction of the liner
La Marseillaise had just begun,
at the outbreak of hostilities, but
it wasn’t until 1944 that she was

launched as Marechal Petain.
En route for Le Bouc, where she
was to be completed as a troop
carrier, she was the victim of a
German attack and it was not
until 1949 that she was eventually relaunched in La Ciotat.

The ﬁnal straw came in
June 1986, when Jacques
Chirac announced that
his Government would
no
longer
subsidise
NORMED. On July 31,
1988, the gates of the La
Ciotat shipyard were closed.

The gates had closed on around
100 militants, who were determined that the installations
would not be demolished and
turned into a series of marinas
In the ‘50s things began to with luxury housing developchange for French shipyards. ments around them. Nothing but
Governments of all colours had reopening as a shipyard would
handed out aid to keep the ship satisfy them, but seldom can
building industry going; some- parties at extreme ends of the
times in the form of orders, political spectrum have been so
sometimes as payments to in accord. National Front leader
ship owners who had vessels Jean Marie Le Pen’s view that
constructed in French yards. In “A scheme to grow maize on
1951, new laws imposed tighter the moon would be more likecontrols aimed at making the ly to succeed” was shared by
yards more efﬁcient and less Communist Party leaders.
dependent on state investment.
State aid went from 97 billion In 1990, it looked like it might
francs in 1959 to 19 billion in happen. The regional coun1963.
cil said it would hand over the
site to a company which would
At the same time, liners were kick things off by buying the
beginning to be squeezed out old La Ciotat built liner Gaugin,
by airplanes. Messageries Mar- which had caught ﬁre in the
itimes began to cut back its ﬂeet Caribbean, and giving it a reﬁt.
and, in 1972, the liner Pasteur The snag was Lexmar needed
made the ﬁnal voyage. The La Government money to get the
Ciotat yards were now building project off the ground and, not
container ships, small tankers surprisingly, that was not forthand general cargo vessels, but coming. Lexmar went into liquicompetition from the Far East dation and the shipyard gates
was beginning to make things remained closed.
difﬁcult in that ﬁeld. An attempt
was made to improve efﬁcien- Then, in 1992, someone had
cy, by combining shipyards the idea that La Ciotat would be
in Dunkirk, La Ciotat and La the perfect place to repair and
Seyne into one umbrella com- maybe even build large yachts
pany, Chantiers du Nord et de and a new chapter began.
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wanted to build 650 luxury appartments with moorings on the
In August 1994, an accord was site. In 1995, he was replaced
ﬁnally signed by the state, re- by the staunchly communist
gional, local and town councils nurse, Rosy Sanna. She was
and the Société de l’économie entirely in accord with Lafond
mixte de développement écon- concerning the futility of retainmique et portuaire (Semidep) ing a ship building capability at
was created to co-ordinate the La Ciotat, but disagreed on 650
redevelopment. It wasn’t all luxury houses with moorings;
smooth going though; not for her aim was denser and more
nothing did l’Humanite once utilitarian housing.
describe La Ciotat as the “Haut
lieu de la résistance des métal- The old port was converted
lo de la navale” and the battles to a marina, with 700 berths
continued throughout the last and more ashore, plus a yacht
years of the 20th century, with club and other facilities, but
sometimes violent incidents, the conﬂict rumbled on. By the
such as stabbings, vandalised turn of the century, there were
cars, dog poisoning and arson. some luxury yacht companies
installed, such as Composite
The mayor of La Ciotat, at the Works; but the total number of
time of the accord, was Jean- companies on site was only 9,
Pierre Lafond, who was to end employing a mere 150 workers.
up in prison for misappropria- The principal work being done
tion of public money. He had was the manufacture of masts,
not for yachts, but for wind-

LA CIOTAT REBORN

farms! Then, in 2000, Bouygues
came along to manufacture
structures needed to construct
marinas, but the moorings were
destined for Monaco, not La
Ciotat. Southern Spars started
manufacturing in La Ciotat,
along with other yachting orientated companies,
Then came a liason betweenMonaco Marine and Semidep,
which originally planned to
have a massive boat lift and
megayacht centre operational
by spring 2005. Inevitably, there
were delays and, on announcing a further joint investment of
€36.93 million, Semidep MD,
Georges Capurro spoke of a
2006 opening. It is now 2007,
the site is far from complete,
the boat lift had - at the time of
our visit, yet to lift a boat, but
there were high hopes.
Marian Martin
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A gigantic shed, a grid alongside the quay and rails everywhere!
That is the ﬁrst impression of Monaco Marine’s
section of the La Ciotat
reﬁt facility, which is still
under construction.
There are three basic elements
to the new Rexroth boat lift: a
steel platform, which, can be

mover, via a complex
cable system. Each of
those units provides both
lift and traction.
and 2000 tons, atop all that.
raised, lowered and tilted from Nevertheless, Monaco Marine
an operator’s cabin, via steel believes that a team of 8 will be
cables; a mobile unit that travels able to move a yacht to a workon rails and a platform, which space in 4 hours.
goes on top of the mobile unit,
onto which a megayacht can be The La Ciotat prime mover has
ﬂoated.
8 electric winches on each side;
the world’s largest Rexroth lift
Put like that, it all sounds very unit, with a capacity of 18,000
simple and, in many ways it is, tons, has 50 winches
for we were told that the con- per side! Each winch
trols to lift and tilt the platform motor and cable has
and those used to manoeuvre a sensor, reporting to
the mobile unit are as simple as a central unit in the
a computer game. Neverthe- elevated
operator’s
less, you can get an idea of the cabin. A mobile unit
sheer scale of the operation by containing a generacomparing the relative sizes of tor provides the elecvan, people and cradles, in the trical power to each of
lower picture and imagining a the 16 wheel/hydraumegayacht, of up to 80 metres lic units on the prime

For over two centuries
heavy items have been
moved using steel wheels running on rails. Rubber inevitably
deteriorates with time, especially when continuously exposed
to the sun, whereas this rail
system could be functioning a
hundred years from now.
The La Ciotat system is laid out
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heavy point loads, the concrete is rather special, with
the top 6 cms made up of
resin impregnated lean mix.
For washing down, in compliance with European regulations, waste water goes
into drainage channels connected to a 600 cubic metre
puriﬁcation system, before

as a grid. Central rails
lead from the boatlift
across the 33,000
square meter concrete
apron, with a series of rails - at
right angles - at either side. To
achieve the 90° turn, the yacht,
on its cradle, is lowered to the
ground, whilst the wheel assemblies are turned. The yacht
is then picked up again and
moved into the paint shed, or to
one of 14 work stations, where
it can be connected to a service
point that contains all that is required for living on board. Not
surprisingly the electrical supply to the site is high, about the

same as the local hospital!
To prevent cracking, from the

discharge
sea.

into

workshops on site. In the meantime, Monaco Marine will be us-

the

All the air, in the 90
metres long painting facility, can
be changed 3 times per hour. It
is passed through ﬁlters, to remove ﬁre hazardous solvents,
heated and, ﬁnally, ejected to
atmosphere in compliance with
the region’s rigid environmental
standards.

ing around 200 companies from
the surrounding area.

If Captain Ian Soutar, of MY
Clarity, is anything to go by, the
initial focus on cosmetics is right.
His priorities are painting ﬁrst,
engineering last; saying that a
winter reﬁt might be €140,000
The sophistication and size of on cosmetics and about €7,000
the painting facility, compared on engine servicing.
to the few machine tools in the
small engineering workshops, SS Delphine (pictured below
will be a surprise to those famil- before her restoration) is exiar with reﬁt facilities at major pected to be the ﬁrst yacht to
build yards. In fact, SEDIMEP use this new facility.
plan to build sub-contractors
Aldous Grenville-Crowther
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Lightnings

Southern Circuit, USA

Take over 50 boats, start in Savannah, Georgia on March 10
and race for a couple of days
in a narrow, shallow river area.
Pick up, pack up and convoy
down to Coral Reef YC in Miami, Florida where some more
boats join the fray.

on a very long start line!
Now I’d never raced dinghies
before and my one-design start
experiences were limited to the
odd NOOD regatta, with perhaps 20 boats on the line. This
order of magnitude was all new
to me. The sound of everyone
counting down within a
few feet of each other,
the deafening cacophony
caused by the lufﬁng of
crisp Dacron sails, the
bumps and nudges as
each boat vied for the extra few centimetres that
would put them ﬁrst (but
not early) across the line.
It was incredible.

They’re an old, estabThis is where I joined the South- lished, and vibrant class. New
ern Circuit, due to some unfore- Lightnings are made in such a
seen travel complications. At way that they do not render an
Coral Reef there were 59 boats older model obsolete so no one

gets an advantage just by buying a newer model – they have
to bring the skill along with it.
And there is a lot of skill in this
class.
From the Lightning class site:
«Ted Turner, Dennis Conner,
Ken Read, Dave Dellenbaugh,
Dave Curtis, Bruce Goldsmith,
Tom Allen, Neal Fowler, Steve
Benjamin, Ched Proctor, Bill
Shore, Greg Fisher, Andy Horton are just a few of the rock
stars who have competed in
the Lightning. http://www.lightningclass.org So, don’t be surprised if you look in the boat beside you and see one of them
there!
After 2 days of racing in Miami, it was time to pick up and
pack up again to head across
the state to St. Petersburg YC
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LIGHTNINGS IN A NUTSHELL
Design: Sparkman & Stephens, 1938
Over 15000 built
More than 500 ﬂeets worldwide
Length: 19’0” (5.8m)
Beam: 6’6” (2m)
Displacement: 700 lb (318 kg)
Draft (board down): 4’11”
(151.3cm)
(board up): 5” (12.8cm)
Mast height: 26’2” (7.9m)
Sail area (main & jib): 177 sq.ft.
(spinnaker): 300 sq.ft.
Crew (racing): 3
in St. Petersburg,
Florida. Here was
the celebration of
the 60th Annual
St.
Petersburg
Winter Lightning
Championship,
and over 70 boats
came out to mark
the occasion.
While it appears

to be primarily a North American class, it will be on display
in Greece in July 2007 with
the Lightning Worlds, Lightning Masters’ International and
Lightning European being held
in Piraeus at the Yacht Club of
Greece. For details visit the
website.
Carina Prakke
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AMERICA’S CUP
ROUND UP
In a few days time, the skirts and the gloves will be off
At the end of February, the America’s Cup trophy left its
home for the past four years in Geneva, Switzerland on
the ﬁrst leg of the ‘Road to Valencia’ tour that visited ﬁve
cities, before reaching Valencia on March 15, exactly 100
days before the ﬁrst race is due to start.
The occasion was marked in spectacular fashion, in Port
America’s Cup, with 32 skydivers tumbling from the sky
in a ‘-100’ formation. Another group of parachutists trailed
a 32nd America’s Cup ﬂag emblazoned with ‘D-100’. All
landed safely in the middle of the AC Park, the main public area of the venue, where the two trophies - the Louis
Vuitton Cup and America’s Cup - were on display.
Victory adds sailor number 40
Victory Challenge needed to temporarily reinforce the sailing team for winter training in Dubai, because some of the
crew were also involved in making Järv (SWE 96) ready
in Valencia. One of the extra sailors was Keats Keeley,
33, midbowman for Young America in the 2000 America’s
Cup. He is now the 40th member of Victory Challenge’s
sailing team for the 32nd America’s Cup. “I was lucky.” he said “There is a lot that is different to the
last challenge I was part of. Everything is bigger. I’m impressed.”
Germany gets a new tactician
Only three weeks before the beginning of Louis Vuitton Act 13, in Valencia, United Internet Team
appointed a new tactician, David Dellenbaugh. Skipper Jesper Bank said “The position of a tactician
is crucial on board. With David Dellenbaugh we appoint the most experienced tactician in our team.”
Dellenbaugh has been tactician for several America’s Cup campaigns: the ﬁrst time was in the US
team Heart of America in 1987; then he was tactician and starting helmsman, in 1992, on the winning yacht America3 and, three years later, he was in the US team Mighty Mary.
A birthday present for Shosholoza
On the occasion of the team’s 3rd birthday, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
and Patron of South Africa’s ﬁrst ever America’s Cup Challenger, announced that he would visit the
team in Valencia, Spain, on the 9th of June and be guest of honour at a proposed gala charity dinner
during his stay.
In a message to the team the Archbishop said: “Are you only three years old? Well, you have been
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punching well above your weight and your age. Well done and heartiest congratulations on this momentous anniversary in the year when we expect even greater things from you. We are immensely
proud of you, we the rainbow nation you represent so brilliantly. God bless you, Arch.”
SUI 91 ﬂies in
SUI 91 returned from Dubai by Antonov
AN-124, one of 56 planes built and introduced in 1986. They can carry up to 150
tonnes and 88 passengers, but rarely take
more than a few due to limited pressurisation in the fuselage. Six crew members
ﬂy the 68.96m plane, which stands 20.78
metres high and has a wing-span of 73.3
metres, at a maximum speed of 865 km/h
and a cruising speed of 800 km/h.
Onorato answers the question
Vincenzo Onorato, President of Mascalzone Latino-Capitalia Team, ofﬁcially presented the team to
the public and the press, on March 15, in Milan. Speaking of sponsorship, he said:
“Everyone knows that the America’s Cup is a wheel that turns a great amount of money, with budgets, for some teams, reaching over 100 million Euros. You may have asked yourselves many times,
why would a business decide to ﬁnance a sport like sailing, especially a team competing for the
America’s Cup? There are many possible reasons: because it’s a high level international event that
will reach a vast audience, or because sailing represents a perfect symbiosis between the spirit of
competition and nature. Also from an economical and ﬁnancial point of view, the America’s Cup has
a great advantage over a television commercial, for example, that lasts only a few seconds and is
an enormous cost and will always be something artiﬁcial. Unlike a television commercial, the boats
in these regattas remain on television for hours and represent a true subject matter that is unique
to this event. Finally, we shouldn’t forget the historical value of an event that has been raced since
1851.”
He added “But the point I like to make is that it’s also passion that pushes me to lead for the second
time, a challenge for the America’s Cup. In fact I represent and lead a team of more than 100 people
that have chosen, for passion, to dedicate two or more years of their lives to what many consider
just a race. In reality, however, the America’s Cup is everything I said before and even more. I am
convinced that the work accomplished in
these years allowed us to grow not only
on the technical side, but also and most
of all, in our souls”
New Zealand turns the heat up
Emirates Team New Zealand’s NZL
92 raced, off Valencia, for the ﬁrst time
against Luna Rossa’s ITA 94. “It’s all part
of turning up the heat another notch or
two,” Grant Dalton said. “We expect
some tough racing out there. It may be
informal, but it is run strictly on America’s
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Cup match racing rules and all teams are determined to do well as they all get into the groove that
will take them into the ﬂeet racing regatta which starts on April 3. “These races are not about results.
We get a close look at the opposition hardware and crew work developments since July last year. It
also keeps our sailing crew sharp while we get to know more about the Valencian breeze and sea
state under race conditions.”
Longtze’s glamorous godmother
Basketball player, model, actress Xin Li, is the godmother
of Longtze and ambassador for the team. Here we meet a
beautiful young woman, full of charm but also very natural
and with her feet on the ground. What impresses one about
her is her naturalness. When she arrives at the base, the impression is that she has never left. She doesn’t play the star,
she is a star. She is beautiful, that is all, with a team jacket
or with an evening gown. She doesn’t need to add anything.
This is what we call class, a natural distinction, an ever faint
delicateness.
As a popular song says, “She has, I don’t know what, that others don’t have, that small additional soul, indeﬁnable charm,
that little ﬂame”. She has a very particular chemistry to go
looking for a destiny beyond a common one. This is not a girl
who was born with a golden spoon in her mouth and she hasn’t
forgotten it.
Three digits for Alinghi
On Saturday 17 March, SUI100, Alinghi’s latest and
last new build, was launched at the base in Valencia.
Syndicate head Ernesto Bertarelli’s wife, Kirsty, joined
the team to christen the boat, the ﬁrst to have a three
digit sail number in the history of the Class. “God bless
SUI100, all those that have worked on her and all
those that will sail her. Good luck!” she declared as she
smashed a bottle of Moët & Chandon over the bow.

A queen for Desaﬁo
Three days later, Desaﬁo Espanol’s ESP 97
got a royal baptism. In a departure from more
traditional methods, Queen Soﬁe broke the
champagne over a bow suspended above
her, by pushing a button. Perhaps this more
technical approach was appropriate for a
boat whose keel has been designed using
Europe’s most powerful computer.
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BRUSSELS BASHING

It’s somewhat ironic that the very week that the European Commission had
a recreational craft outside its ofﬁces, as part of the Treaty of Rome 50th
anniversary celebrations, some indulging in the popular sport of “Brussels
Bashing” spread near hysteria about the Recreational Craft Directive.
“EU makes it impossible ing failed and the craft began to ers start worrying about whethtake on water. A member of the er they were still insured?
to sell your boat!”
crew saw the rudder, with about It all began with a blog report,
That was the subject line of a half its stock, ﬂoating away. which claimed that the European Commission had come to
Sailing Anarchy forum thread, Megawat later sank.
sweeping conclusions, followon March 28. The events leading up to that entirely erroneous The Irish Marine Casualty In- ing the Megawat sinking and
statement, which sparked off vestigation Board investigated had made a ruling that “any afwhat the Irish Marine Casualty the incident and published its ter sales modiﬁcations to any
Investigation Board was, later, report in December, 2006. A part of a boat after manufacto describe as “hysteria”, began summary appeared on the Eu- ture, such as ﬁtting an autopilot
with the sinking of a yacht, on ropean Maritime Safety Agency or self-steering gear, will invaliwebsite. Neither raised much date the yacht’s RCD code.”
May 25, 2005.
comment!
The Hanse 371 Megawat (sim- So, what triggered that forum It doesn’t happen that way; the
ilar to the yacht below) was sail- post, which got some people European Commission is not
ing from Dublin to Scotland, in believing that bolting a new bit there to make sweeping con20/30 knots of wind, when a of hardware onto the deck had clusions from one incident. So
loud bang was heard, the steer- made their yacht illegal and oth- how did all this arise?
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tion about the Megawat sinking.
IT WAS NOT. A Commission
speaker had no knowledge of
a yacht called Megawat, or a
sinking in the Irish Sea, when
BYM News asked about the
incident. He said “This reply
was given by the Commission services to a question
raised by the Irish MCIB ‘if
an owner modiﬁes a yacht
are they required to have the
vessel recertiﬁed.’ I believe
the reply by the Commission
services is self explanatory
Hanse Yachts’ Declaration of and should not give rise to
Conformity does say [sic] “This any misinterpretation if read
declaration will lost its validity if correctly and completely.”
anyone carries out changes on
board which touch the ‘essen- Another confusion arises from
tial safety requirements’ and are the phrase “that relate to the
not settled amongst ourselves.” essential requirements” and we
The MCIB was, however, wrong need to look back a bit to see
to conclude that “The Declara- why. Pre-RCD, only a few EU
tion of Conformity issued by the members had rules for the conmanufacturer was invalidated struction of boats. Those that
as a result of the modiﬁcation did have rules could demand
to the steering system.”, since that boats imported from other
the RCD DOES NOT require member states met their rules.
changes that touch on the es- How could they do that, given
sential requirements to be the EU requires free movement
of goods? Because Article 36
agreed with the manufacturer.
of the Treaty of Rome says that
FROM THE MCIB REPORT
“prohibitions or restrictions on
[sic] Based on the EU
imports, exports or goods in
Commission response it
transit justiﬁed on grounds of
appears the owners of recthe protection of health and life
reational craft that undergo
of humans.” are not precluded.
modiﬁcations that relate
to the “essential requireFar from being “another examments” of the RCD Direcple of the nanny state at work”,
tive are required to have the
as one forum poster suggestmodiﬁcations assessed for
ed, the RCD was driven by the
compliance with the RCD
boating industry, spearheaded
Directive.
by the BMIF, whose UK members wanted pan-European
There are several aspects, of regulations. Industry also wantthat statement, which could ed a broadly worded directive
lead to confusion. The presence that would not stiﬂe design and
of a letter from the Commission that is precisely what it got.
Services in the Annexes, might So, the essential requirements
lead one to believe that the let- don’t spell out HOW you must
ter was in response to a ques- achieve some objective, they
FROM THE MCIB REPORT
[sic] The steering gear system is one of the “Essential
Requirements” of the RCD
Directive. Referring to the
manufacturer’s
Declaration of Conformity in Appendix 7.4, any changes
which “touch the essential requirements” must be
agreed with the manufacturer, to ensure the continued validity of the manufacturer’s certiﬁcation.

state WHAT you must achieve
and leave it up to you to decide
HOW. The essential requirement for steering is “Steering
systems shall be designed,
constructed and installed in order to allow the transmission of
steering loads under foreseeable operating conditions.” NOT
“this is what you will use for the
various parts and this is how
you will ﬁt them all together.”
Before she sank, Megawat had
covered thousands of miles,
with that autopilot, including
two Atlantic crossings and several races. It is, therefore, clear
that the ﬁtting of the autopilot
did not change the yacht’s conformity to the steering essential
requirement, until that moment
when the rudder stock suffered
fatigue failure, which brings us
to a ﬁnal point on this issue.
The RCD has absolutely no
relevance to a yacht’s use. As
the Commission Services told
the MCIB, not knowing that a
speciﬁc craft, involved in a sinking, was being referred to. “The
only way to ensure a continued conformity of the boat
with the Directive’s requirements after a modiﬁcation
impacting on its compliance
would be to have the boat
re-assessed and re-certiﬁed (implicitly with regard to
those essential requirements
for which compliance may be
affected by the modiﬁcation).
This re-assessment and recertiﬁcation would be required in case the boat, after
having undergone the modiﬁcation, would be placed on
the market and/or put into
service.” Megawat, with autopilot, was “put into service”
when her owner sailed her
away, after the unit had been
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ﬁtted and she conformed to the
steering essential requirement
then.

builder’s extras at inﬂated prices and, just for the record, the
other story - that the Megawat
sinking led the European ComThere is nothing new in all this, mission to advise against using
the ‘wicked bureaucrats’ at the copper antifouling anywhere
European Commission have near an alloy rudder stock - is
not made a new ruling, there’s also wrong. Here’s the Comno plot to make you buy a boat mission speaker again. “Such

a recommendation has not
been issued by the European
Commission, but by Maritime
Safety Directorate of the Irish
Department of Transport in
the form of a Marine Notice,
based upon recommendation
N° 6.2 of the MCIB report.”

Who decides whether a boat has been modiﬁed, in such a way that it could
be considered a new product, needing reassessment, and how?
The Commission Services established this back in 2000 & published a guide which says:
“A product, which has been subject to important changes that aim to modify its original
performance, purpose or type after it has been put into service, may be considered as a
new product. This has to be assessed on a case-by-case basis and, in particular, in view
of the objective of the directive and the type of products covered by the directive in question. Where a rebuilt or modiﬁed product is considered as a new product, it must comply
with the provisions of the applicable directives when it is placed on the market and put into
service. This has to be veriﬁed – as deemed necessary according to the risk assessment
– by applying the appropriate conformity assessment procedure laid down by the directive
in question. In particular, if the risk assessment leads to the conclusion that the nature of
the hazard or the level of risk has increased, then the modiﬁed product should normally be
considered as a new product. The person who carries out important changes to the product is responsible for verifying whether or not it should be considered as a new product.”
What if I ﬁt something to the boat myself?
It is then your responsibility to decide whether or
not it should be considered a new product and
that is not always a cut and dried matter. It’s hard
to imagine circumstances where ﬁtting an autopilot could change the conformity with the steering
essential requirements, unless a completely unsuitable unit was used. It gets more complicated
though, on something like - say - stability, it also
depends on your own level of knowledge. For
example, a racing sailor is likely to know about
STIX, if you are saying “What’s STIX?” then you probably shouldn’t consider doing anything that might affect your boat’s stability. The STIX cut off point for Category A is 32; that
Bénéteau 57 has a STIX of 53, a single keel Hunter Channel 31 has a STIX of 32. Fit radar
on the Bénéteau mast and it would hardly notice, do the same on the Hunter and it might
well only conform to Category B and thus need reassessment.
Where can I get advice?
Another question that has no clear cut answer. First thing is to read the documentation
that came with your boat, then call the builder. A builder is unlikely to tell you that it can
be done if it can’t, which is the way to play it safe. However, even a boatbuilder can’t be
guaranteed to get everything right, where RCD interpretations are concerned.
Marian Martin is the author of EuroRegs for Inland Waterways. She was on
the UK DTI Consultee list, during the preparation of the RCD Amendments.
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US COASTGUARD CUTTER ESCANABA

On August 4, 1943, the citizens of Grand Haven, Michigan
stood somber as a ray of sunlight pierced the blackened sky.
The mood changed, instantly,
when a band broke the silence
with the tune “Semper Paratus.” The crowd of over 6,000
had gathered as they
had for many years
to celebrate Coast
Guard day. This year,
however, the crowd
assembled for a more
important reason; to
pay tribute to the cutter Escanaba, which
had been sunk just
six weeks before.

Grand Haven, the 165 ft. cutter served in the Great Lakes
for eight years. It made annual
trips up Lake Michigan to Sault
Ste. Marie each spring to break
ice in the St. Marys River. Many
times this included cutting ore
vessels out of the ice. By keep-

ing navigation open and making many rescues the cutter became well known and endeared
to all the maritime communities
along Lake Michigan.
With the outbreak of World War
II in Europe, the United States

The Escanaba, built
in 1932, was one of
a class of six cutters
designed for light ice
breaking, law enforcement and rescue
work. Home ported in
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sent vessels to patrol the icy
waters of Greenland. The Escanaba, well suited for such work,
contributed greatly to the initial
patrol and ice breaking duties.
The Escanaba, however, had
never been designed as a war
vessel. The crew grew from
62 to over 100 to handle additional armament, sound gear,
and depth charges; all added to
the vessel to make it capable of
ﬁghting submarines.

After spending some months on
the Greenland patrol, the Navy
assigned the Escanaba to convoy merchant ships in the North
Atlantic. Duty in this part of
the Atlantic could be extremely harsh. Ice readily formed
on the ships, which had to be
chipped and chopped off and
sometimes melted off with live
steam. Heavy weather tossed
the ships about the waves like
toys, and the men and the gear
inside. The warships in the
North Atlantic fought an illusive
enemy that could sink merchant
vessels and then disappear,

without a trace, leaving the escort vessels to pick up survivors
and drop depth charges with no
positive results.

ship Cherokee. The most famous rescue occurred when
the torpedoed Army transport
Dorchester sank in February
1943. During this rescue the
The Navy armed a number of ship’s commanding ofﬁcer,
Coast Guard cutters and in- LCDR Carl U. Peterson, made
tended for them to perform the the ﬁrst use of rescue swimsame operations as warships, mers to pull the victims from the
but they had various limitations. icy waters, saving an amazing
The Escanaba’s particularly 132 men.
short cruising range limited its
ability to do certain tasks. These For the next several months,
Escanaba
escorted
vessels
from Greenland
to Newfoundland
and back. On
June 10 1943,
the cutter formed
part of a convoy
that sailed from
Narsarssuak,
Greenland to St.
John’s Newfoundland. In company
with the cutters
Mojave, Tampa,
Storis, Algonquin,
and Raritan, the
transport Fairfax,
and the tanker
Laramie, they all
steamed out of
Narsarssuak
in
weather considvessels overall worked well as ered bad, even for the North
escort ships, yet they could Atlantic. Convoy GS-24 pronever function as destroyers.
ceeded northwest for awhile to
skirt an ice ﬁeld. On the twelfth
For just over two months dur- the ships encountered many
ing the summer of 1942, the bergs and growlers amongst
Escanaba performed weather dense fog, which made navigapatrol duty in the North Atlan- tion difﬁcult. By the morning of
tic. In September it went back the thirteenth, the convoy had
to breaking ice and escort work. successfully avoided the ice by
During this difﬁcult duty the Es- changing direction and steamcanaba participated in several ing west and south. The convoy
major rescues. In June 1942, headed south, with Escanaba
Escanaba, in a convoy bound on station on the left side of the
from Halifax, Nova Scotia to formation. Here the cutter made
Cape Cod, rescued 22 men anti-submarine sweeps 3,000
from the torpedoed passenger yards from the center.
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Baldwin, lay asleep
two decks below
when the explosion
occurred.
Blown out of his
bunk he headed
topside, but found
it difﬁcult due to
the
extensive
structural damage.
Baldwin was one
of the few lucky
men from below to
reach the deck. He
reached the main
deck but the ship
settled so fast that
as he headed forward, water struck

Just after 5 am, seaman Raymond O’Malley, who had just relieved the wheel on Escanaba,
heard what he thought was the
sound gear tracking a torpedo.
A moment later a terriﬁc explosion ripped through the cutter.
The explosion blew O’Malley
overhead and only his grasp on
the wheel kept him from greater
injury. When O’Malley regained
his senses he observed that
everyone else on the bridge lay
seriously wounded. O’Malley
made his way to the wing of the
bridge, putting on his life preserver as he went. As he got out
the door he saw the after deck
in splinters and the main mast
falling overboard. Moments later he was swept into the bitterly
cold water.
Another crewman, BM2 Melvin
Photos. Top: Escanaba’s captain LCDR Carl Peterson (left). Bottom: Raymond O’Malley
(left) and Melvin Baldwin.
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ba never signaled its plight.
The Storis, two
miles
away,
heard no explosion,
but
saw a large
sheet of ﬂame
and
dense
black and yellow smoke rise
from the Escanaba.

could rescue them. It is likely
that the sole reason that these
two lived is that their clothing
froze to the strongback, keeping them from slipping into the
water and sure death.

The Storis never made sound
contact with a submarine and
Escanaba’s sinking has never
been fully explained. The loss
of the cutter was originally attributed to a U-boat’s torpedo.
No U-boat, however, claimed
The Storis, at the kill. It was more likely a driftthe back of ing mine that sank her. The ship
the convoy, re- and its crew were gone but nevceived orders to er forgotten. The city of Grand
investigate and Haven felt the loss personally
the tug Raritan because the cutter had been
was ordered to so loved and such an important
him from behind and sucked pick up survivors. Storis began part of the community. In order
him down with the ship. He a sound search for a U-boat as to show their support for the
managed to swim to the sur- the Raritan steamed to the last war effort, and to honor the ship
face and saw a few men on a known position of Escanaba. and crew, the community raised
strongback a hundred yards The men clinging to the wreck- over a million dollars in bonds
away. O’Malley, Baldwin, Sea- age had been in the water for to build a second cutter bearing
man George Gmeiner, Ensign only minutes when Raritan ar- the same name. This special
Daniel Davis, and the com- rived to pick them up. Baldwin relationship with the cutter has
manding ofﬁcer LCDR Carl Pe- and O’Malley, however, were never ended. The city still anterson all made it to the ﬂoating the only men rescued alive. nually holds a memorial service
wreckage.
The rest of the crew died in the to honor the ship and the crew
explosion, or from hypothermia lost ﬁfty years ago, far away in
The explosion and sinking hap- in the 39 degree water. In fact, the icy North Atlantic.
pened within three minutes, so both Baldwin and O’Malley had
rapidly in fact that the Escana- passed out before the Raritan Dr Robert M.Browning Jr.
Raymond O’Malley, seen here Rear Adm. John E.
Crowley, Jr, with died early this month
Rear Adm. Crowley, Commander Ninth Coast Guard
District said: “Today I learned of the passing of Mr.
Raymond F. O’Malley, the last living survivor of the
sinking of the Coast Guard-manned USS Escanaba
(WPG-77). I would like to express my sincerest
condolences to Mr. O’Malley’s family and friends. I
met with Ray last week at his home in Chicago and
feel honored to have met and known a man who
deeply cared for the welfare of others. As a Coast
Guardsman, and later a Chicago policeman, he
was highly respected by his shipmates and within
his community. Today, we say farewell to a dear friend. His service to his country and
his chapter in Coast Guard history will never be forgotten.”
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